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To Alexandre, the love ofmy life. 
iii 
I am the resurrection and the life. Whoever believes in me, though he die, yet shall he 
live, md everyone who lives md believes in me shall never die. 
John 11.25-26 ESV 
iv 
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ABSTRACT 
Vieira, Celiane da Rocha Witt, "A Messianic-Millenarian Movement in Brazil: 
Canudos/BA: 1893-1897" Master af Arts Thesis. Concordia Seminmy," Master af Arts Thesis. 
Concordia Seminary, 2018. 78 pp. 
The Brazilian bacldand is a place where religion plays a huge part in the lives of the 
population. At the end of the 19th century an important episode takes place amidst the turmoil 
the nation was facing. the small community of Canudos/Bahia became part of the news 
nationally and internationally 88 a rebel and religious fanatic settlement under the authority af 
one man, Ant&iio Conselheiro. Taking into account the fact that the terms millennial and 
meBBianic themselves label a variety of movements that arose organically within the history of 
the church, this study analyzes the origin of these terms and their development through time, 
identifying Canudos 88 a messianic-millenarian movement. Most scholars who have studied the 
movement of Canudos over the yean have viewed the religious elementB 88 little more than 
ancillary to what they see 88 the more fundamental concerns of economics and politics. This is 
especially true when they discuss the 1ragic eventB of the community's commotion and its 
suppression by the government. In this connection, the analysis af Conselheiro's notebook. and 
oral testimonies about the community and its leader allowed this study to better comprehend the 
complexity ofCanudos. The purpose of the present thesis is an analysis afthe theology afthis 
movement using the lens af research on messianism and millennialism, placing the religious life 
and belief of the community at the center of its existence, and 88 the foundation of everything its 
members thought and did. Centering religious belief and life in this way offers a better 
explanation of the community's reaction to contemporary events and to the government than 




The Brazilian messianic-millenarian movement known as Canudos began to tab fonn. in 
the 18901, even though its leader had begun his life as a wanderer many years before. Antanio 
Vicente Mendes Maciel, later identified as Antanio Conselheiro, gamed prestige around the 
states located in the Northeastern region of Brazil by building churches and cemeteries and 
preaching. 
The declaration ofthe Republic in 1889 brought changes to the government, one of which 
was the autonomy of the municipalities. Because oftbat, in 1893, taxes were increased. Antanio 
Conselheiro, who considered the Republic to be the devil's government, reacted by intensifying 
his preaching against the government; he urged people to stop living in accordance with this new 
law. The news about his preaching worried the authorities, and the police were sent to intervene; 
the mission was not successful. After the authorities' first attempt to suppress the group in the 
inhabited town ofMassete failed, Antanio Conselheiro and his followers walbd for days until 
they stopped at Canudos and settled there. The next two battles resulted in two more failures for 
the government's army. People continued to come in order to mpport the community (in its 
heyday there were around twenty thousand people living in Canudos). for they interpreted the 
community's success in battle as an indication that they were fighting a ''holy war" against the 
devil, in this case, the Republic. The Brazilian authorities feared that the army and the Republic 
would fall in disgrace; they could not let unarmed men win the respect of the counlry by 
defeating the army. Motivated by that fear, the politicians ordered the commanders of the army 
1 
to end the war once and for all. In July 1897, the last expedition wu sent and, after many losses, 
wu able to amiihilate Ant&io Conselheiro and his followers by October of that year. 
While Canudos was commonly identified u a place of rebels, and even heretics, the 
community created around Ant&rio Conselhciro identified itself u "excellent Catholics." 
Euclides da Cunha writes that every day at sunset, even during battles, the bells rang to call the 
community to meet inside and around the church. and they stayed there kneeling and praying for 
houn. After the prayer, the people had to kiss the crucifix imt, followed by the images of the 
Virgin Mary and Jesus, and then those of all the saints. 
Identifying Canudos u a meBBianic and millenarian movement, this study will interact with 
scholars who work on millenarianism and messianism. Millenarianism is a topic being debated 
among sociologists, anthropologists, and most of all, historians. A literature review of this 
subject reveals that theologians, with a few exceptions, are not engaged in such studies. 
Scholars who study millenarianism. agree that the term. millennium ( and its variations) is no 
longer used with the same meaning it had when used in the book of Revelation. The theological 
meaning of the Millennium refers to a period of a thousand years-be it literal or symbolic-in 
which the Messiah reigns among God's people. Overtime, however, the diverse expressions of 
Christian beliefs about this millennium, and the similarity of these expressions to those ofnon-
Christians, have required historians of religion, sociologists, and anthropologists to expand and 
modify their mi.derstanding of what ''the Millennium" might mean. As a result, millenarianism 
hu become a label to describe a type of salvation, according to Norman Cohn, and can refer to 
ideu concerning a collective salvation that will take place in a petfect age or in the kingdom of 
God, according to Catherine Wessinger. 
In the late 1990s, Wessinger moved further away from eschatological nomenclatures that, 
2 
according to her, were no longer communicating clearly what millennialists believed and, 
comequently, were misleading readers. She formulated a new terminology intended to 
distinguish between the general ex:pectatiODB of two different groups, one more pessimistic and 
the other more optimistic, and to dissociate both of them from theology in the strict sense. She 
identified Premillennialism as Catastrophic Millennialism and Postmillennialism as Progressive 
Millenoialism.1 
The scholar Anthony F. C. Wallace took a different approach, distinguishing between 
''millenarian" movements and ''messianic" movemmrts. According to him, millenarian 
movements emphasize a chmged apocalyptic world whose transformation is engineered by the 
supematural, while messianic movements emphasize the presence of a human savior within this 
transformation. Despite their distinction, the two movemmrts often appear together and are 
1reated BB two categories that are not mutually exclusive. 
Maria Isaura P. de Queiroz seems to agree with Wallace's distinction. In her book 0 
Messianismo no Brasil e no Mundo, she states that while British and French scholarship often 
use millenarianism and messianism BB synonyms, she understands that the two terms have 
different connotations. Queiroz categorizes messianism as a sub-division of millenarianism, for 
the subject of the millennium. is much broader and not reduced to just this one feature. She 
observes that the terrestrial paradise will not necessarily be introduced by only one person, but it 
could be a group of people, or even the result of magical practices. 
The distinctiODB put forth by scholars led Catherine Wessinger to explain, in her analysis of 
Annie Besant in 1988, that messianism is "characteristic of most but not all pre-millenarian 
1 Ca1hmine Wessinger, "Mi11mmialism with and without the Mayhmn," inMillfflni~ Musialu, and 
MayMm: Cont.t,rpora,y Apocalyptic MOfffflfflts, ed. Tham.as Robbins and Susan J. Pahnc:r (New Y mk.: R.outlcdgc, 
1997). 51. 
3 
movements.''2 Whenever a messiah is identified in a movement, the movement is categorized 88 
meuianic-millenarian. Lila, many similar groups throughout history, the people united in 
Canudos intended to live their lives away :from the corrupted world, in their case, the Republic, 
which was the sign of the Antichrist's triumph. 
The Methodol.opcal Procedme 
The methods to be used in this paper are descriptive, analytic, and interpretative. I will 
interact with naticmal and internaticmal DCWBpapers that covered the Canudos events in 1897, as 
well as books written slightly later by journalistB who were sent to Canudos as correspondents by 
major Brazilian newspaper agencies to inform the country about the conflict, specifically, 
Euclides da Cunha and Manuel Benicio. I will also refer to letterB addressed to the Baron of 
Jeremoabo, the most powerful landlord in the region during the time of the events of Canudos, 
collected and published by Consuelo Sampaio; the speeches of Luiz Viana, the Governor of 
Bahia state (1896--1900), and of Prudente de Moraes, President of Brazil (1894--1898). Finally, 
Antanio Cooselbeiro's serm.ODB3 published by Ataliba Nogueira will be an important source to 
understand bis theology. As secondary sources, I will examine the work ofscbolan such 88 Jose 
Calasans, Edmundo Mlmiz, Robert Levine, Maria Isaura de Pereira Queiroz, and Walnice 
Nogueira Galvio, which usually portray the events of Canudos as a consequence of the political 
changes that the country was going through. The topics of millenarianism and messianism will 
be covered through the works of important scholars on this field: Norman Cohn, Y onina Talmon, 
Wilson Wallis, Maria 1 P. Queiroz, Henri Desrocbe, and Catherine Wessinger. 
1 Ca1hminc Wcsainger, Ann;. Buant and Progrunw MIUianum (1847-1933) (Lewiston: Mdlcn, 1988). 
24. 
3 The ar.igiml page 11lllllbcr of Ant&:rio Coolcllziro's manuscript will be Jr(lVided in parenthesis within the 
foo1nDtc rcfcrc:ncc. 
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This study will consider the following questions: What were the Canudos community's 
beliefs? What was their self-understanding? Who was the leader Antanio Conselheiro? How did 
other segments of Brazilian society perceive the commumty? How is the community portrayed 
by newspapers and other documents? What was the nature of the relationship between Canudos 
and the Catholic church? How did the community understand i1B relatiomhip with government 
authority? Why did the members of the community think it was necessary to live apart from 
society in general? Were they, in fact, lunatics, as was frequently alleged at the time? What did 
Antanio Cooselheiro reveal in his writings about his own ideas and the reasons for the 
community's practices? Finally, can Canudos be considered a messianic-millenarian movement 
in every aspect? 
Given the space limitatiODS of this thesis, more complex subjects such as the political 
context of the backland and changes in the Catholic church's approach and theology will not be 
addressed. I will focus on the elements related to the events of Canudos, the life of its leader, and 
the lives and beliefs of his followers, to provide insight into the nature of the community and of 
Antanio Cooselheiro. 
This thesis proceeds as follows: chapter two presents an overview of the community and its 
leader. Chapter three offers an analysis of the terminology used by the scholarship to identify 
Canudos as a messianic and millenarian movement Chapter four deals with the theology of 
Antanio Cooselheiro by analyzing the religiosity ofthe backland and Conselheiro's serm.ODS and 




It is common to hear that there were two Bnzils during the nineteenth century, meaning 
two different realities. One Brazil was located at the coast, with its big cities, contact with other 
countries, and intellectuals with their theories and studies; the other one was the bacldand, a 
place where religion played a huge part in the lives of the population, that lacked news and 
information, as well as attention fiom the authorities. The episode of Canudos took place in this 
second Brazil, at a time when the authorities finally noticed the forgotten part of the nation and 
decided to make an example out of it. 
This chapter will present an overview of Canudos and its leader, which will serve as 
background information for our subsequent analysis of the theology of this movement using the 
lens of research on messianism and millennialism. 
The Commnnlty ofCmodoe 
After January 1893, the local rulers started to organize new municipalities, but money was 
needed to accomplish that, so they raised taxes to fund the reorganization. Consuelo Sampaio, in 
her book on Canudos, argues for this year as the starting point for the future events involving the 
supporters of Antanio Conselheiro.4 The starting point of a pursuit that would end only many 
years later was a protest that took place on April 10, 1893, in the weekly market of Soure, 
located aro1D1d 120 miles away fiom Canudos. Protellteni broke the tablets on which the new tax 
assessments were posted to show the people's opposition to what they considered 1D1reasonable 
4 Consuelo NOVBis Sempaio, CfllDldo&: Carflu para o Banfo (Slo Paulo: Ci.mara Brasilcira do Livro, 1999), 
36. 
6 
taxes.' To them these new assessments were proof that the authorities did not understand their 
reality. According to Sam.paio, the amount of taxes was too high for a population which already 
lived so close to misery. In addition to the increased taxes, the region was going through one of 
the worst periods of drought-lasting until the beginning of 1895. • The protest began with 
twenty people on April 10th, but only fourteen days later the number had increased to about five 
h1mdred. During those days, Ant&io Conselheiro and his people were passing through ltapicuru 
in search of a new place to settle, and he decided to join the protestors. 7 
Two factors made this protest important. First, it was the first time that Ant&io 
Conselheiro, a well-known wanderer who built many churches and cemeteries and also preached 
the word of God, joined a popular protest Second, it was related to the political dispute present 
in Bahia at the end of 1800s. The leader of that revolt, Jose Honorato de Souza Neto, was a 
political opponent of Francisco Dantas, supporter of ''the most authoritative local landowner in 
Bahia's northeast,. Even though the political scenario is not part of the present malyses, it is 
important to know that it played a central part in the decisions made about the future of the 
Canudos community, reflecting the s1ruggle for power in the region.' 
Ant&io Conselheiro, who considered the Republic to be the devil's government, 10 reacted 
by intensifying his preaching against the government. He urged people to stop living in 
5 The taxation systcm of the backland mm:bts/fain WIIII that fl¥fJCY producer/vcndcr who would want to sell 
products at the fair had to pay om, tax that WIIII cal.culated, eithm- by thc amount of products, or by thc space ru,edm 
for each vcndcr; also, the vcndcr had to pay for the authorizd:i.an to sell the products, and each product had a specific 
tax system. Sec: ManuclBcnicio, O.Ra thl'JagJDlfOJ'(Brasllia: ScnadoFcdcral, 1997). 161-62. 
• Sampaio, Camulo&: Carltu, 37. 
7 Sampaio, Camulo&: Cartu, 37. 
1 RobcrtM Lfl¥iru,, Yaw ofT•ar.: Rnisiting th. Canudo&Mauacrs inNo,,,,.ast.mBrruiL 1893-1897 
(Bcrblcy: University ofCalifamiaPnm, 1992), 135. 
1 Sampaio, Camulo&: Cartu, 31. 
10 Adelino Brandlo, Prurzlso P•rmdo (Slo Paulo: IBRASA, 1996), 63. 
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accordance with the law, 11 and, according to some accomrts, his preaching led many villages to 
stop paym.g their taxes. The news about his campaigning worried the authorities, and the police 
were sent to intervene. According to lieutenant Euclides da Cunha, the correspondent of the 
newspaper Eatado de SIJoPaulo during the war in 1897, Antanio's group did not have more thm 
two hundred men, almost a thousand including woman and children. Under the influence of the 
Banm of Jeremoabo, the government sent about thirty-five soldiers to fight the followers of 
Antanio Cooselheiro, but the mission was not soocessful.12 
The cODftontation with the police happened at Masset6, almost 80 miles from Soure, and 
about 70 miles away from Canudos, on May 29, 1893 and helped Conselheiro to decide that he 
and his followers should finally settle down, away from the world and the Republic, to live a 
peaceful and devoted life, preparing for The End 1:1 It was only after Masset6, when the soldiers 
escaped leaving behind their weapons, that the group was able to possess their first guns; before 
that, their weapons were mostly axes, hoes, and maces.14 
Canudos was an abandoned cattle farm that belonged to Dr. Fiel de Carvalho." It was 
located by the river V aza-Barris, at the state of Bahia. 16 According to Jose Calasans, Canudos 
was in a strategic position, with water in abundance and several roads crossing the hamlet.17 It 
was chosen for this reason by Antanio Conselheiro. Besides the old church building. there were 
90. 
11 Buclidcs da Cunha, Obrru CompZ.tu d, Eru:lidu da Cllllha (Editcn Autx:h, 2015). chap. 2, Kindle. 
12 Sampaia. Cflllllllo8: Carta&, 25. 
13 YaraDulceBandeimde Ataide, "As arigens dopovo doBam Jesus Conselhmo," Rnuta USP 20 (1994): 
14 Benicia, 0 Jui, 167. 
15 After the deathofDr. Fielde Carvalho, PauloFoms, his son-in-law, became the administramr of die 
leather busine1& Benicia. 0 Jui, 165-66. 
Ill Da Cunha, Obrru CompZ.tu, chap. 2, Kindle. 
1710116 C&Jums, "Canudos: arigem e de1e11Volvimento de mn mraiaJ. meuiinico." Rnina da.A.cad,mia d, 
utrm da Bahia 34 (Janumy 1987), 48. 
8 
still about fifty shacks left, 111 and two business places. Ill The community of Antanio Conselheiro 
occupied an area of about 0.20 square miles, with the majority of the houses being quite small. :111 
Canudos was remrmedBeloMonte (Beautiful Moum) by Antanio Conselheiro, and its fame 
spread as the promised land-a place where milk and hcmey were in abundance, and even the 
margins of the river were made of "cuscuz," a traditicmal Northeastern food made of cornmeal, 
wat.er and salt The myth of Canudos had started. 21 
According to Calasans, the community developed in four stages. First, Canudos was 
inhabited, though sparsely, when Antanio and his followen first arrived; second, a group of 
followers came with Antanio Conselheiro; third, bacldanders came from the neighboring villages 
and towns between 1893 and 1896; and finally, some families joined the community after the 
war started in 1896, aiming to help and defend Conselheiro in those difficult times.23 
Scholars still debate the population figures for Canudos. Queiroz argues for eight thousand 
people, while others say there were more than twenty thousand :a Colonel Jose Americo, in a 
letter to the Baron of Jeremoabo, his cousin, wrote in 1894 that the number of people in the 
community was over sixteen thousand?' At the end ofthe war, on October 1897, 5,200 mud-and-
111 Da Cunha, Obrru CompZ.tas, chap. 2, Kindle. 
Ill Bcm:io, 0 iu, 166. 
:ID The majority of tha houses wen, about 40m3• Alaide, "As origens do povo," 91. 
21 Alaide, "As origens do povo," 91. 
:a CaJaaans, "Canudos: origcm c, de1CDVolvimcmto, • 54. 
D Maria Imura Percma de Quc,im7., 0 M11.sriani.mto no Brmil II no Mundo (Slo Paulo: Dominus, 1965), '}ffl; 
Cellll' z.ama. Iib11lo ,qublicano acompanhado dtl comfflbJri03 801,r, a Campanha dtl Canrulo& (Salvador: 
Universidadc Federal da Bahia, Centro de Bstudos Baianos, 1899). 29; Ataide, "As origcms do povo," 93; Levine, 
VOZ. ufT11an, 16. 
24 Sampaia, Canrulo&: Cartas, '71. 
9 
wattle huts15 could be counted in the maze of alleys that was the settlement.• Assmning that each 
house belonged to a family of five, the total population would be about 26,000, which according 
to Calasans, is an exaggeration.:r1 A letter from Sergeant Jacinto Ferreira da Silva, a resident of 
Canudos, mentions three houses he had for sale.• The fact that there was a "real estate" business 
in Cmudos indicates that some houses were not inhabited, and a population number based on the 
total number of houses might not reflect the reality. Yet there is no doubt that it was a large 
community-the second most populated in the entire state.• 
The followers of Antanio Conselheiro came from many places, such as the states of 
Sergipe and Ceara, but mostly from the towns of Bahia, and usually from places that Conselheiro 
had visited during his time as a wandering preacher. Even though most of the residents of 
Canudos were mestizos, the number of freed slaves was high. Several letters addressed to the 
Baron of Jenmoabo talbd about Conselheiro's people, using language like ''the people from 
May 13" (1888), or the word carljes----both references to those who had been slaves311• Antero 
Galo, Jeremoabo 's best friend, also says that the number of Caucasian people in the community 
was cODSiderable low.31 
Another characteristic of Canudos was the sacrifice families made to be there. Many of 
15 The housing style was very simple----mud-and-wattle hillll with three small rooms each, and not bisger than 
600 tta. The light inside of !he bits was limited. Thme were no beds and no tables, only hammocb, two or 1hree 
stools, a few other things such u boxes, baskm, and a small oratory loc:atcd in thc bedroom. During its lwyday, thc 
people wen, able to build twelve hillll per day, due 1D the simplicity of the cons1ructi.on. Da Cunm, Os Sm/Ju, chap. 
2, Kindle. 
21 Edmundo Moniz, Ctllllldo&: A Gwrra Social, 2nd ed (Rio de Janeiro: mo, 1987). 44. 
:r, Ca1asans, "Canudos: origem e dcsenvolvimento, • 56. 
:II Alaide, K Aa crigens do povo," 93. 
• J. C. Ataliba Nogueira, AntlJnio ConMDwiro • Ctllllldo&: Rnuf/o Hutaica (Slo Paulo: Compamia Editora 
Nacimal, 1974). 11. 
311 Canj,s comes from Eduardo Carij6, who wu a fearless abolitionist. Sampaia, Ctllllldo&: Cartm, 43. 
31 Sampaia, Ctllllldo&: Cartas, 42-43; 152; 160. 
them sold all that they owned to live near the leader of the Belo Monte. 32 They often sold their 
lands, homes, and livestock considerably below marla,t prices, probably because they were in a 
hurry to arrive at Canudos. According to Calasans, many families that moved to Canudos had a 
comfortable life before, as evidenced by numerous property documents found in the huts after 
the war was over. 
In addition, living in Canudos required the pal'JDent of two fees. The first was applied to 
the new arrivals, who were to give a third of the value of their possessions to be deposited in the 
community's 1rust fimd. The second was related to the production of the residents, a third of 
which was directed to the community.33 As a result of this assessment, it is pOBBible to identify 
people of differing social and economic status in the community. Since the moment they were 
welcomed into the community, their right of property was assured and privileges were kept 34 
They were not forced to live according to a "standard communal behavior," and they were not 
prisoners either, having the liberty to leave Canudos at any time they thought necessary. 35 
The life in the village was simple. They spent the days building houses and the new church, 
farming food for their subsistence, engaging in commerce, and producing various handcrafted 
items. In other words, they worked at what was necessuy for the life of the community. 311 Th.ere 
were a few residents that worked in the nearby farms. 77 There was a teacher for the children, 
Maria Francisca de Vasconcellos, who was twenty-three years old and came from an adjacent 
n Queiroz. o M•manistno, w. 
33 Queiroz, OM•manistno, 212. 
M Calaaans, "Canudos: origem e descmvolvimenlD," 61--62. 
35 Levine, Yu ofT•an, 133. 
311 Queiroz, OM•manistno. 214. 
71 Levine, Yu o/T•an. 133. 
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village.• Conselheiro set down rules, based on religious practices, that were to be followed by 
the entire community in order to guarantee peace and order. At dusk, every day, men and women 
were separated into two groups to pray for two hours.• After this, Antaoio Conselheiro preached 
and the long service ended with the ''kissing'' of the images,411 a common practice in the backland 
during the 18008.41 
The social s1ructure of the community was quite complex. There was a hierarchy in this 
theocratic society, in which Ant6nio Conselheiro was the ultimate leader. Around the 
Conselheiro were the ''twelve apostles" who functioned as a Comi.cil. Each of them had a 
specific responsibility: Jolo Abade, Conselheiro's right-band maD, was responsible for any war 
matters; the brothers Antaoio Vilanova and Hon6rio Vilanova served respectively as justice of 
the peace and manager of the community's possessions; Ant&io Beatinho, was Conselhciro's 
acolyte, who supervised all religious matters and coordinated a group of eight women who 
cooked, sewed, and did other chores aromi.d the Belo Monte. There were other :functionaries as 
well, including two special guards: the Guarda Catolica and the Companhia doBomJe8"8. 
Members of both groups had uniforms that distinguished them from the rest of the population. 
The Guarda Catolica, which was a full-time militia, oversaw defense against the army, or any 
other possible threat The Companhia do Bom Juw, with 800 members, both men and women, 
worbd as a brotherhood responsible for the safety of Ant&io Conselheiro. a 
Bec8U8e ofthe events at Masset6 in 1893, the government did not deal with Canudos until 
• Bcm:io, 0 Jui, 170. 
311 Quem,7-. OMu.fianumo, 214. 
411 De Cunha, 0& S•rllJu, chap. 2, Kindle. 
41 Queiro7.o OM•manumo, 214. 
a Quem,7-. 0 M•manumo, 210. 
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1895, when the governor, Rodrigues de Lima (1892-96), asked Archbishop Jer&im.o Tome da 
Silva for assistance. They decided to send a delegation of two Capuchins, the Italians Jolo 
Evangelista de Moote Marciano and Caetano de Slo Leo, guided by Father Sabino, to pacify the 
community. Father Sabino was a priest from Cumbe, located 50 miles away from Canudos, who 
used to come fortnightly to celebrate weddings, baptism and other sacraments at the 
community.-a Recently arrived in Brazil, the two Capuchins were hindered in connecting with 
the people by their lack of cultural knowledge of the backland In fact, their attempt to speak 
against Conselheiro merely further irritated the people. The worst moment of their visit was 
when Father Jolo Evangelista preached about respecting the authorities, which caused great 
anger against them. The Capuchins' visit in Canudos from May 13 to May 21 resulted in an 
eight-page report, 44 in which Father Jolo Evangelista characterized Antfulio Cooselheiro and his 
people as a group of fanatics and their community as a political-religious sect 45 
Many authors criticize Father Jolo Evangelista's report because of what lay behind it. 
Alexandre Otten, for example explains that when the government asked for the church's help the 
church saw an opportunity beyond restoring peace to society, namely, to be responsible for the 
spiritual guidance ofthe nation. It was a chance for the church to become once again the 
dispenser of the "divine 1rutb. .... To help achieve this goal, the report sought Conselheiro's 
punishment, stating that Canudos was a ''Btate inside the state," and made sure that from that 
-a Nm1BnMacedo,M-,rlal d. Yilanow, (Rio de Janeiro: 0 CruzJmro, 1964). 69. 
44 Nogueira, AntiJnio Cons,Dwiro, 14. 
45 Jolo Bvanaclista de Monte Maroiano, Ju'/altjrlo aprsnntado ~lo Rnd Fr,i Joflo Evangilista d, Mont. 
Marciano e,o A.rr:,bispado da Bahia sobr, AntiJnio Com,Dwiro 11 111u 111quito no Amzial d, C""""°-' 1895 
(Salvador: Centro de Estudos Baianos, 1987). 
41 Alcxandrc Otten, •s6 Deus 6 Gmndc," P11'3[Jfflitla T1101"gica 21 (1989): 38. 
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point on the sect would have to deal not with the church but with the autb.orities.47 
Ant&ri.o Conselheiro 
The leader of the Belo Mome became well-known as a resuh of his skills in coost.ruction, 
preaching. and his ability to lead the wealthy in the community to share with the poor,• but he 
did not share much about his own life.• h is known that in 1828, Ant&lio Vicente Mendes 
Maciel was born in Quixcramobim. in the state of Ceara, Brazil. His father, Vicente Maciel,'° was 
a businessman and the owner of a few houses in the village. Because his father was relatively 
well off: Ant&io Maciel had the opportunity to study French and Latin, besides Portuguese. 51 
When he was six, his mother passed away. His father remarried, and between these two 
marriages, Ant&lio had four sisters: Francisca and Maria from the fmt marriage, Doroteia and 
Rufina from the second marriage. Moniz spealcs about Ant&lio 's childhood as being full of 
frustrations and sadness because his stepmother mistreated him. SJ 
The feud was a common way to solve conflicts between families in the bacldand during the 
1800s, and it interfered in the lives of many people, including Ant&ri.o Maciel In 1833, when 
Ant&io was five, a quarrel between the Araujo family and the Maciels led to a feud. His family 
was accused by the Araujos of stealing-falsely according to Moniz. SI They wanted the Maciels 
expelled from the region. Several relatives from both families died in the disputes, including 
47 Otten, "S6 Deus I§ Grande, .. 38. 
• Jos6 Anis, Sangw d, lnn4os (Salvador, 1953), 150. 
• Macedo, Marorial d, Vi.lanowl, 40. 
'° Bcmfcio, 0 Jui, 16. 
51 Bcmfcio, O Jui, 35; Nogueira, Antbnio CmnDwiro, 4. 
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Maciel 's grandfather. 54 It seems likely that his father did not take any part in this battle, and kept 
living a normal life until his death in 1855. After that, Ant&io Maciel took over his father's 
business, honored his debts, and watched over three of his four sisters, until they were married 
and bad families of their own. 
With everything in order, Ant&io focused on himself. He got married in 1857, but the 
maniage was a failure. There are different accounts of this event, but the most accepted one says 
that be married his cousin, Brasilina Laurentina de Lima," and due to a difficult relationship with 
his mother-in-law, be decided to move to Sobral where be wmbd in commerce. After that, the 
family moved to Campo Grande, where be worked as a legal clerk; then to Ipu, where greater 
opportunity led to work at the Court House. In Ipu, his marriage fmally ended, and his wife 
abandoned him to nm away with afarriel-a noncommissioned soldier of intermediate rank 
between a corporal and a sergemt"----called Joio da Mata. 'n Another version of the story, 
however, does not speak of disagreements with his mother-in-law because Brasilina was already 
an mpban. But all the accounts agree on one thing: Ant6nio Maciel was abandoned by Brasilina. 
Of her fate, not much is known. The most common account is that she was later abandoned by 
the farriel and died in misery. There is little information about the children born of Antanio 
Maciel 's tint marriage. Some accounts say that Brasilina took their two boys with her and the 
farriel, while others say that Antanio Maciel left the children at his mother-in-law's house a year 
later." Because of this event, some said that Maciel started to walk around the countryside to 
54 Moni7., c~ 19. 
55 Levine, Yu o/T•an, 123. 
"Levine, Yu o/T•an, 123. 
'nMoni7.,C~ 21. 
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find Brasilina and get his revenge, while others concluded be had become insane as the resuh of 
his disappoin1m.ent. 
Although Euclides da Cunha speaks dismissively about the different jobs., Antanio Maciel 
worbd on and the different cities he lived in, 11 those experiences were vital for him. They 
enabled him to learn about the reality of the backland and to 1mderstand the misery and injustice 
that the bacldanders faced every day. For this reason, Moniz offers a positive assessment of 
Antanio Maciel's wanderings. 
Antanio Cooselheiro did not arise as a meteor. It took him many years of 
peregrination and fellowship with the bacldanders to listen to their aspirations, to 
make himself well known, to attract supporters and finally to become the leader of an 
ideal community that had an impact on the backland. a 
Levine concluded that Ant6nio Maciel became the character that be was because of the lmique 
religious environment that tended to combine "everyday stoicism and resignation with messianic 
hopes"111 found in the backland. 
A couple of years after the end of his maniage, Antanio Maciel started a relatiomhip with 
Joana Jrnagjuaria, a woman who made saints' figures out of wood and clay. They had one child, 
named Joaquim Aprigio. 114 Apparently, Joana stayed in Santa Quiteria rather than accompanying 
Maciel on his mission in 1865. 
After leaving his wife and child, .Ant&rio traveled to different cities. He stopped to visit 
9 Nogueira,Ant&rio ConnlMiro, 5. 
m Among the different jobs Antani.o Maciel wcrbd. we can name tnveling salesman, manager, tllacher, shop 
clerk, registmr, lawyer (unlicmsed), proctm, and builder. NogueiIB, AnllJnto ConnlMiro, 5. 
11 "Nota-se ji. [ ... ] o descamba.r para a vadiagem franca." Da Cunha, Obrm Comp'6ta&, chap. 2, Kindle. 
a "Antani.o Conselhoiro nlo surgiu como IDD meteoro. Precisou de largos IIIWI de~ e de cmtato 
com u m111111S ser1Bnejas para BUICUltar-lhes as aspml9&,s. fBm"-se conhecido, conquiltar adeptos e tamar-se 
finalmente o chafe de IDD ideal comuni.ti.rio que comoveu o aertlo." Moniz, Camulo.Y, 24. 
111 Levine, vai. ofT,an, 34. 
114 According to Moniz, Joaquim went to Canudm to visit his father in 1895 and~ him a gift from JOBD1 
Imagimria. Moniz. c~ 50. 
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one of his sisters and, while there, had a disagreement with his brother-in-law, Loureiro Correia 
Lima. The police became involved, but his brother-in-law decided to drop the charges because 
Ant&io had apologized for losing his temper during their discussion. Then, in the yean 1869 to 
1871, Ant&io Maciel stayed in a place called Varzea da Pedra until an old creditor from 
Quixeram.obim. sued him for 1mpaid debts. Maciel did not deny it, but there was nothing else left 
for him to sell to pay the debt, so he took to wandering once again. He visited the states of 
Pernam.buco, Alagoas, and in 1874 he went to Sergipe. After that he went to Northern Bahia, 
where he would stay until his death in 1897. 
As a wandering preacher, Ant&io CODSelheiro, would have been a familiar type in the 
backland. The spiritual assistance provided by the Catholic church was not enough to attend to 
the backland of Northeastern Brazil, and wandering missionaries were part of the region's 
scenery to help with the Christian instruction of the population." Wanderers and missionaries 
had been part of the lives of the population for a long time when Ant&io appeared. 
Until mid-1870s, Ant&io Maciel was known as Brother Ant&io and Ant&io dos Mares. 
He was not yet the messianic figure and leader known in Canudos. He began to gain notoriety 
because of his wise comJ.Sels and preaching.• and after that, Brother Ant&io developed into 
Ant&io CODSelheiro, that is, ''the comJ.Selor.•~ 
In 1876, Conselheiro was accused of assassination. His victims were supposedly his mother 
and his wife. Taken to Ceara to face charges, he, perhaps 1rying to imitate Jesus Christ, did not 
" Levine, Viw ofT,an, 33. 
• Mom. Cflllllllo8, 124; Quciroz, 0 MU8ianumo, 201. 
,n Antanio Maciel was inspin,d in his life as misaiamry by Jc. .Antanio Penrim lbiapim, a fmmer judge that 
became a priest, who waa a renowned misaianary from Cmra. Mmiz, C"""""8, 24. About Fathm-Ibiapina, see: 
Georgette Desrochas, .. Simp6sio IObrc oPadre lbiapina." P,rsp,ctiva T,ol6gica vol. 15 (1983), T/1-277. 
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defend himself. The police responsible for his transport assauhed him,• and at his arrival, 
Conselheiro was badly hurt and in a noticeable state of malnutrition. Conselheiro's diet was very 
simple. He did not drink alcohol or eat meat, and his only nourishment was grams, so to say that 
he was noticeably malnourished meant that he was visibly weak. In fact, his whole lifestyle was 
simple. He wore a denim tunic, like the cassocks ofthe missionaries that used to wander through 
the region,• sandals and a brimmed hat. His hair and beard were long. He did not sleep in beds 
or hammocks but on tables, benches, or the floor, without pillows and blankets. If somebody 
gave him four dollars, he would return three dollars saying that he did not need more than one 
dollar.'111 A couple of months after his arrest, on August 1, 1876, the authorities recognized the 
misunderstanding. and Antanio Conselheiro was released He returned to Bahia to gather his 
followers. Now he was a martyr, an innocent victim of the system. 71 
Antanio's reputation spread throughout the region, and the number of devotees started to 
grow. He tint established a settlement in ltapicuru named Bom Jesus (Good Jesus). Conselheiro 
lived there for almost twelve yean, until 1893.12 After the Republic was proclaimed (1889), he 
started walking towards the desert places of the bacldand looking for a quiet place to wait for the 
last Judgment Day, inaugurate a New Jerusalem, and most of all, stay away from the "anti.christ" 
that the Republican system represented 73 
• Nogueira,Ant&rio ConnlMiro, 1. 
• "Camisollo azu1, !MID cintura; chapeu de a.bu 1argu denubadas, e sandalias. As costas um sunlo de c:ouro 
em que 1razia pepei pem e tinta, a Misalo Aleviada e as Hens Marianas. Vivia de esmolas, des qlllis n,cusava 
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translaticn 
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As be 1raveled from place to place, Conselbeiro offered to rebuild churches and cemeteries, 
and in return he would be given permiuion to preach. In February 1882, a letter from 
Archbishop Dom Luis Antfurio dos Santos went out to parish priests in the archdiocese declaring 
Conselbeiro per,ona non grata.74 Several priests ignored the Archbishop's order because they 
did not see a problem with lay preaching. Otten explains this reaction as the result of a division 
among the Catholic clergy. On one side, the "old clergy," who saw no problem with lay 
preaching. were thought of as "leSB enlightened." On the other side, the "reformed clergy'' were 
thought to understand the sacredness of their ministry and, therefore, saw the permission granted 
to Conselbeiro to preach as a serious problem." 
Even though Antfurio Conselheiro 1mderstood the chmges brought to Brazil as merely 
different forms of exploitation, be did agree with the abolition of slavery.,. Brazil was the last 
country in the Western world to abolish slavery on May 13, 1888. In his exhortations from 
January of 1897, Antfurio wrote: 
Her highness princess Isabel ended slavery, and did nothing but follow heaven's rule; 
because the time intended by God to free this people :from that humiJiating condition 
bad come [ ... ] The day on which God would put an end to all that cruelty, moved by 
his compassion for his people, whom be sets free :from that vicious slavery, has 
finally come. 71 
Conselbeiro did not consider slavery something that God bad intended for his children. 
Most of the accounts about the community of Cmudos speak of the substantial number of 
African descendants among the followers. Even before 1888 the numbers were already high, and 
74 Levine, Vale ofT,an, 125. 
" Otlm1, "S6 l)c,us 6 Grando," 9. 
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besides the :freeborn, there were also some fugitive slaves that fomi.d a peaceful place and a 
chance of a new beginning within the community. After 1888, several freed slaves migrated to 
look for shelter in Bahia's bacldand, causing the numbeni at Canudos to increase even more.11 
On November 15, 1889, Brazil ceased to be known as Imperio do Brasil and adopted the 
official name of Estado, Unidos do Brasil, initiating a new chapter in its history. The Republic 
was something weird to the simple-minded, something that nobody really cared to explain, with 
the result that they feared they would lose their liberty and their belongingii once again. They 
noticed changes, such as religious marriage being replaced by civil marriage, the separation 
between church affairs and state affairs, and most of all, an increase in taxes. Manoel Benicio, 
journalist and author of the book O Rei do, Jagu11f(Js, notes that Conselheiro started to preach 
against the Republic, not because he knew indeed what that system was, but because the 
Republic, in his mi.derstanding. was threatening his religion." Ant6nio Conselheiro knew how to 
deal with people. "His ideas were good," according to Benicio, "and so were his intentions,•• 
and that is the major reason Canudos became such a stronghold However, amid the political 
turmoil of those days, Ant6nio Conselheiro was identified as a dangerous opponent. 
The Encoanten 
Because Conselheiro and his people improved the towns they passed through during the 
time of the monarchy, the people of the region, the church, and even the government authorities 
thought of them as "good people." After the declaration of the republic, however, their status 
changed. Ant6nio's sermons against the new government started to disturb the politicians of the 
11Alaide, K As arigcns do povo, W 90. 
"Bcmicio, 0 Jui, 158 . 
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bacldand, md he became an enemy to the authorities.a 
The fint enc01mter between the followers of CODBelheiro md the Brazilian authorities 
initiated a war that no one could have imagined. According to Nogueira, the responsibility for it 
lay with one mm-the judge Arlindo Leoni a The conflict begm when Ant&rio CODBelheiro bad 
purchased a special kind of wood for the new church he was building in the community, paid in 
advance, md waited for the delivery. A couple of months later, the wood was not delivered, nor 
bad the money been returned. Ant&io decided to wait a little longer, but he let it be known that 
if the problem was not resolved, he md his followers would go to the town of Juazeiro to get the 
wood themselves. This decision was seen as m attack on the town, and judge Leoni wrote to 
governor Vima to send help. Vima responded with a hundred soldiers to fight the 
conselheiristas. They arrived at Uaua, on November 19, 1896, under Lieutenant Pires Ferreira. 
Rmnarlcably, when the battle took place five days later, Consel.hciro bad his tint victory. a In 
addition, the soldiers, after their defeat, robbed the town's residents, killed some ofthem, md 
burned some of the business. Their conducted dismayed the government officials who bad 
dispatched them to protect the town. Now, besides worrying about the conselheiristas, those in 
authority also needed to remedy the terrible behavior of their army units in order to reestablish 
the population's 1rust.14 
After two more defeats-the second with six hundred soldiers md the third with twelve 
h1mdred--tbc fourth and last expedition against the conselheiristas was organized on July 1897 
under General Artur Oscar. Three months later they arrived at Canudos. The long march resulted 
n Quem,7-. OMu.fianumo, 215. 
aNogueira,Ant&rlo Conwlharo, 19. 
a Bcmicio, Olui, 175. 
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from the famine that the troops experienced, leading some to say that the worst enemy in the 
entire campaign was h1mger.15 This food shortage was man made. One of the strategies of the 
Canudos fighters was to des1roy the Army's food. They could not tab the food for themselves 
because Aotanio Conselheiro did not allow it. He declared that nothing could come from the 
republicans and the "amichrist" except for guns and ammunition.• Oscar's army of more than 
ten thousand soldiers received new hope when the Minister of War, Marshal Carlos Bitten.court, 
arrived at Bahia on August 8 to arrmge for more food for them.17 Towards the end of September 
General Oscar received orders to besiege Canudos in order to deny its residents access to food 
and water. 
This strategy wmked, and by October 2, a white flag was seen among the ruins left from 
the attacks to the town. Aotanio Beatinho, the acolyte of Conselheiro, had come out and asked to 
negotiate with General Oscar. He proposed the surrender of those who no longer wished to stay 
at Canudos, mostly women and children, and the general agreed. According to the journalist 
Colonel Favila Nunes, a correspondent of the war for the Gazeta de Noticias, over five hundred 
women and children and around sixty men surrendered that day; all of them were in terrible 
condition. N1mes concluded that it was all part of a plan, the ''rebels" just wanted to remove the 
ones they considered to be a burden, so they could bep attacking.• 
Two days later, Canudos became an enormous funeral pyre, torched and dynamited by the 
government troops. Witnesses described a dreadful smell of burned meat and temble cries from 
the people who were still alive inside the town when the fire started. Conselheiro's followers 
15 Sampaio, Camulo8: Cfl7ta8, 72. 
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considered it an honor to die rather than give up their beliefs, since they were certain that they 
would be saved in eternity. On October 6, Canudos imally fell. 
Antanio Cooselheiro's body was found buried inside the sanctuary in an advanced state of 
decomposition; he had probably died before September 22. According to Captain Manuel 
Benicio, Cooselheiro had been wounded at the beginning of September when a projectile went 
through his legs. Antanio Beatinho tried to take care of the wound but there was no water left for 
that. Conselheiro decided that, to avoid despair, his remaining followers should not know about 
his iltjury.• Almost seventy yeaJB old and very weak, he did not have the strength to resist much 
longer. After his death, his followers refused to bury him for almost a week because they were 
waiting for his resurrection.1111 
Government officials assured the people remaining in Canudos that all of those who 
surrendered would be taken prisoners rather than executed. Their end, however, was the gravata 
vermelha, the red tie----death by the slitting of their throats.111 The survivors of the war were those 
who had left the settlement before the fourth campaign surrounded Canudos. They would be the 
ones speaking of the dream of a simple life of living their faith that the Belo Monte represented 
to those who decided to move there. 
By 1902 the town was coming alive again. Slowly the bacldanders were building their 
mud-brick houses. Five decades later it was decided to transform the region of Canudos into a 
water reservoir to provide water to the population and, once more, to destroy the memories of 
Antanio Conselheiro's town. Construction started in 1951 and finished in the 19608.112 In 1986, 
• Benicio, 0 Jui, 379. 
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the government of Bahia authorized the creation of the Canudos State Parle at the old Canudos 
site, which was opened in the 1990s. The University of Bahia was charged with the site's 
preservation and archeological work. ID As a result, the history of Canudos is at last being told 
from the viewpoint of the conquered 
How Society Saw Cmudoa 
The power Ant&aio Conselheiro bad to inspire peoplo----not only the poor but also those 
from other strata of society-led political leaders, church officials and the landlords to create an 
image of a man who was feared by all, who led a community that needed to be controlled as soon 
as possible. President Prudente de Moraes, in his speech to the Congress on May 3, 1897, called 
the people of Canudos ''fanatics, bandits, and rebels," and spoke of them being used as tools for 
those who were still dreaming of a restoration of the monarchy. 114 According to the President, the 
community was an embarrassment to Brazilian society, and he expressed his conviction that the 
troops would be able to win the battle against ignonmce and criminality." 
AJm.ost three months after the end of the Canudos war, Afonso Arinos published an article 
in O Comercio de Silo Paulo that painted a different picture of the conflict, from which the 
following is an excerpt. 
What was the reason for the Canudos war? 
Until the present day there is nothing on record saying that it was because of crimes 
or robberies caused by the backlanders. It was not due to a religious motive either, 
because the federal Constitution guarantees the right of religioUB freedom; riot or 
revolution was also not the reason since the bacldanders did not leave Canudos to 
depose any authority. 1111 
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According to Arinos, one of the reasons for the war was the fact that some of the politicians 
from Bahia, including Luiz Viana, turned against Conselheiro after he had refused their request 
for his support during their campaigns for office. Viana was elected governor of Bahia and 
served from 1896 to 1900, during the period of the war. The governor, in an interview dated 
August 7 in the Gazeta de Notlcias, explained to Favila N1D1es that Canudos was one of those 
accidenta that have multiple causes. In his letter to the President, Viana pointed out how the 
movement was organized and became a religious group. He added that they had become a threat 
to the public order only after they stopped following the law md respecting the authorities. f/17 Jos6 
~alves, a former governor of Bahia state, in an interview in August 1897, stated that the only 
thing he had heard about Ant&io Conselheiro was that he was a religious fanatic who hated the 
Republic md the republicans and now was an amazing fighter.• 
The role of the press during the years of the Cmudos war was vital for the understanding of 
its events by the society in general. The whole country came to know Belo Monte and Ant6nio 
Conselheiro through the daily coverage of the Brazilian press-1omething that had never 
happened before.• As a result, historians have to wonder how faithfully Canudos was portrayed 
by the newspapers. Walnice Galvlo explains that the newspapers during those years were 
extremely important, since everything was registered there, but she also poin1B out how easy it 
pelos j~. Por motive religiolo, nlo foi, porque a Constituiiylo fedeial. garante a liberdade religioa; por motive 
de sedi9lo ou rcve~ tambmn nlo foi, pcrque 01 j&g1111901 nlo tinlmn IBido de Canudos para depcmn nmihuma 
autoridade." 0 COIMmo d. S6o Paulo, December 22, 1897, quoted in Galvllo. No Calor, 104, authr's own 
translaticn 
f/11 Ga.-ta d. Notlciu. August 7, 1897, quoted in Galvllo. No Calor, 140. 
• Gaz,ta de Notlciu. August 27, 1897, quoted in Galvllo. No Calor, 154. 
• Levine, Val, ofT,an, 24. 
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was to manipulate the 1rutb. 111D Levine amplifies the point, stating that this was the first time in 
Brazil that the newspapeni were used "to create a sense of public panic. "101 
Many claimed that a monarchist conspiracy lay behind CODBelheiro and his community. In 
September 1897, the newspaper O Pats published a series of stories pointing out that Canudos 
was indeed involved with monarchist groups. Their connection started in southernmost Brazil 
with a civil war known as Revohlfiio Federalista (1893-95), a conflict between republicans, 
federalists (supported by Uruguay), and frustrated monarchists that demanded more autonomy 
for the provinces.1m The article asserted that the conspirators responsible for the Southern civil 
war were spreading their ideals to the Brazilian Northeast 1111 The newspaper A Notlcia published 
a letter from General Artur Oscar, who commanded the troops at Canudos, saying that he had 
proof that Ant&rio Conselheiro and his community were involved in a monarchist conspiracy, 
citing letters (later demonstrated to be forgeries) from Conselheiro's followeni with comments 
lib ''be sure that the Republic will end soon," ''the prince is the true owner of Brazil," and 
''those who are republicans should move to the United States. ''1114 
Writing about the war of Canudos at the beginning of the twentieth century, Nina 
Rodrigues, a professor of forensic medicine, said that the bacldanders could not undentaml the 
political changes occurring in the c01mtry during those yeani due to their lack of intelligence and 
inability to comprehend the new liberal, and more complex, system of government. 1115 Therefore, 
111D Galvlo, No Calor, 18. 
101 Levine, Yu ofT•an, 24. 
1m Sandra]. Pesaven!D,ARno~6oFirdrnwta (Brasilicme: SloPaulo, 1983). 14. 
1111 0 P. September 9, 1897, quou,d in Galvlo, No Calor, 55. 
104 Galvlo, No Calor, 70-72. 
1115 Nim Rodrigues, in a smn:h. far congcmital abnormalities, examined Antanio Conselhmro's hmd after the 
war wu over in 1897. His conclusion wu that he had a nmmal brain, with no dcfonnity of any kind. 
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he ooncluded that they would be monarchists until they had developed intellectually. 1111 His 
amlyais is a good example of how the backlanden were seen by the people living on Brazil's 
coasts. 
Seen by some as part of a monarchist plot and as a group of fanatics and unwise by others, 
the people of Canudos were rarely viewed as Brazilians, or even as human beings. They were the 
fanatics, the Jagun~, the rebels. Those who wrote about the community chose their words 
carefully and with an eye to discouraging any possible feeling of sympathy towards the 
''fanatics." This word was used most often in the international dispatches to describe the people 
living at Canudos, followed by rebels, insurgents, and revolutionaries. The tenninology adopted 
to describe the bacldanders for public consumption in the national newspapers, besides the well-
known ''fanatics," was "Jagunf()." Jagunf() was a regional expreuion used to describe a hired 
gnornan, IJut during the Canudos war, it became a synonym for bacldaoder. The distance created 
by these terms between the population in general and the community of Canudos was so vast that 
even when the command from the government to aooibiJate everyone found alive in Canudos 
was reported, no one expreued ooncern for the people of the comm.unity. h was as if they were 
not worthy of any kind of compassion or sympathy. Galvlo has noted that the Brazilian press 
began to call the people of Canudos Brazilians only at the very end of the war.107 
The cruelty of the war was something that not everyone was comfortable with. Even 
Captain Manoel Benicio, who was a correspondent for the Jomal do Comercio, was subject to 
censorship when relating events that occurred on the battlefield. When he conveyed information 
that was not supposed to be written, he was removed as a correspondent. 1111 Lelis Piedade, from 
1111 Nim Rodrigues, A.r CoZ.tividadu Anonnau (Bmsflia: Semdo Fedmal, Conselho Editmial, 2006), S1-S2. 
107 Galvlo, No Calor, 107. 
1111 Sampaio, Cfl1llldo8: Cfl111u, 72; Galvlo, No Calor, 113. 
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the Jornal de Notlcias, also complamed about the need to obtain military approval for every 
telegram. 11111 Years later, in 1899, when Benicio published his book about the events of Canudos, 
0 Rei dos Jagunf(M, the truth could finally be told. The original cover of the book had a drawing 
of a soldier holding a man's head and a small knife pointing to his throat. The third person in the 
scene is a half-naked womm watching the event with a sad expression, having her hmds on her 
back, knowing that nothing can be done. This was a reference to the slitting of throats that 
occurred at the end of the war to the prisoners that surrendered 
The Canudos war made the news outside Latin America also, and couotries such as the 
United States, Canada, England, and Scotland received regular dispatches :from their 
correspondents about the events that occurred in Brazil.110 While some were very detailed in their 
reports, others demonstrated a failure to grasp basic information, to the point of cODfusing Brazil 
with Argentina.111 The Loa Angele, Time, and Baltimore Sun published an impressive number of 
dispatches about Canudos-a total of fifty-four between them. A por1rait of Ant6nio Conselheiro 
was published by the San Francisco Chronicle on October 7, 1897 and a month later the image 
of President Prudent de Moraes was on the :front page of St. Louis Poat-Dispatch. None ofthe 
newspapeni exp lamed what the community of Canudos really was or offered significant analysis. 
In addition, they published a great deal of inaccurate information about how the followers of 
Conselhciro saw their leader. The Guardian :from. London wrote that there were numerous 
churches dedicated to the "Messiah.'"12 The Church Weekly amplified on this mistaken notion. 
11111 Galvlo, No Ca/or, 387. 
110 To have a gcnmal idea of the ittamational. dispatches, thirteen newspapcm1 from 1897 ware axe.mined: one 
from Scotland, three from England, and nine from the United States (2-Calimmia, I-Georgia, I-Illinois, 1-
Louisiana, I-Maryland, 1-Milsouri, 2-Ncw Ymk). 
111 7Jr. Atlanm Conmtvtion, Fetmuy 22, 1897; Ab•rd#nJOllffllll and 0-ral Adwnu.r for tM North f8 
Scotland, July 30, 1897; August 4, 1897. 
112 nr. Grumlian, July 26, 1897. 
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[ Antanio Conselheiro] claims to heal the sick and possess miraculous powers 
generally, while his deluded followers call him Jesus Christ, wonbip the ground be 
treads on, and even drink the water he bathes in, believing it to have healing 
vutues.lll 
In fact, in a manuscript found after the end of the war and identified as the notebook. that 
belonged to Conselbeiro, be never identified himself as Christ Jesus. On the contrary, be 
recognizes only one savior and preaches about him: "Jesus Christ, the 1rue Messiah promised by 
God to the patriarchs, prophesied by the prophets, and expected by both. ''114 
International newspapers also picked up on the idea that Canudos posed the threat of an 
imperial insurrection. On April 1897, The Baltimore Su.n dispatched an article using the term 
''fanatic" between quotation owks with the title "Brazil's Imperialists," and explained a 
supposed plot to reestablish the monarchy. 'Ibe description of this plot involved the Comte D'Eu, 
the son-in-law of Dom Pedro II, as planner of the movement, and connected him to Conselbeiro 
as his lieutenant. 'Ibe last paragraph of the article explained the reason Rio de Janeiro's 
journalists applied the epithet ''fanatic" to Antanio Conselbciro, namely, that they bad ''to 
conceal the political character" ofConselbeiro's movement.m The article's author did not get 
everything wrong; be also accurately explained what the new government system meant for the 
majority of the Brazilian population, namely, an increase in taxes for a people who already bad a 
difficult life but were being required to pay for the innovations of the Republic. It is interesting 
to notice that this article speaks of the people of Canudos as men and women, giving them a 
humanity that others bad takm away. 
In June, the British newspaper The Time,, under the title ''The situation in Brazil," gave a 
w "Im'el F111Btic1 in Brazil," Tl. Claud, Wn~ April 9, 1897. 
114 "JCIIWI Cristo, vcrdadciro Mc8lias prometido per Deus 801 pa1riarcu, profctimdo pelos profetas, c par um 
c outro tlo cspcrado." Nogueira, Anttlnio Com,Dwiro, 116 (274), audtar's own 1ransla1ian. 
m "Brazil's lmpcrialists." Tl. Baltimor, Slln, April 19, 1897. 
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summary of the events so far. h explained that Ant&.io Conselheiro started as a wanderer more 
than twenty yeBIB before the events of 1897. h criticized the extreme republic8118 who made use 
of violence for any reason, and lamented how anything of a Conservative character started to be 
called Monarchism. and was held up to ''public execration." The highlight here is that the author 
clarifies for the public that the movement of Canudos did not present any danger to the 
population in general: 
The movement is not at present dangerous, inasmuch as Conselheiro has no wish to 
Ill8b any revolution against the central Government; but any such situation may 
develop into a source of danger when umcrupulous politicians are ready to hand to 
Ill8b use of the slrength that the support of a large body of armed men can give 
them.1111 
The article above was translated by the Brazilian newspaper the Rspublica on July 2, and it was 
considered by Galvio to offer a more sober-minded opinion about the Brazilian situation.117 
Antfulio Conselheiro, often quoted as the ''fanatic leader," received an interesting 
compliment from a few newspapers' repor1B on October 7, two days after the war was over. 
Apparently, the original dispatch was that Conselheiro was a combination of"a priest, warrior 
and man of affairs," but three newspapers added that he was an "extraordinuy individual," 
almost sounding a lament for his death, which was very different from the usual news. 
In addition to newspaper accounts, other written sources, such as letters to the Baron of 
Jeremoabo, the most influential and powerful politician and landlord of the region, offer 
evidence for how the Brazilian public regarded the people of Canudos. Sampaio has analyzed 
seventy letters from landlords and politicians. In them, the people of Canudos were often called 
''fanatics" and "criminals," but the most common word to describe them was ''ja~s." 
llll "The SituationinBnlzil," TM 7Ymu, Juno 12, 1897. 
117 Galvlo, No Color, 16. 
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Antanio Cooselheiro was referred to as, among other epithets, ''the bmatic," ''the prophet of 
Canudos," "damned lousy, ''111 ''terrible monster of Brazil,"11' or simply Conselheiro. 
The fint letters date from 1894 and illustrate how these powerful landlords felt when the 
people started to sell their possessions to move to the Canudos community. lieutenant Colonel 
Marcelino Miranda expreBBed to the Baron how appalled he was when more than sixteen families 
left the surroundings of the Tucano village to go to Canudos.m A month later Colonel Aristides 
Borges, also a state deputy, wrote speaking of his fear that his village was going to be 
uninhabited due to the increasing number of people leaving for Canudos. 121 The real problem 
faced by these officials was not concern for the welfare of those who left but the need to replace 
their labor. Colonel Jos6 Am.erico Camelo expressed this to his coUBin when he wrote that it was 
impossible to find enough workers for his farm, since people were leaving their houses to follow 
the Conselheiro to Canudos, which bad already grown to sixteen thOU8811d people. The resuh was 
that the colonel, and other property owners, had to spend more money to get the bands needed 
for their agricultural work. A year later, Marcelino Miranda, besides complaining about the 
problem of not having workers, explained the difficuh situation that his town was going through 
as a result of taxes not being paid and the migration of its population. m The fact that the 
landlords' finances were being affected played an essential role in the movement against 
Conselhciro, his community, and its lifestyle. 
As time went by, the tone of the correspondence shifted from one of lamentable 
111 Sampaia, Cllllllllo&: Carla&, 169. 
m Sampaia, Cllllllllo&: Carla&, 221. 
llll Sampaia, Cllllllllo&: Carla&, 90. 
121 Sampaia, Cllllllllo&: Carta&, 94. 
122 Sampaia, Cllllllllo&: Carta&, 99. 
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inconvenience to one of increased fear for property and a fading hope in the Army. After several 
encounters between the troops and the followers of Conselheiro in which the Army was defeated, 
leaving guns and munitions behind for the people of Canudos, the confidence that continued to 
be shown in the newspaper accoUDts was not the reality for the local population of Bahia 
Benigno Dantas, the Baron's cousin and his partner in politics, admitted in July 1897 that the 
news and telegrams used to give him more hope, but by then only the facts could do such a 
thing.m 
The dispute of power between oligarchies before and after the proclamation of the 
Republic affected the fate of the community ofCanudos, which in many ways was simply a 
place for those who wanted to preserve their Catholicism.134 Due to Ant&.io CODBelheiro's 
position against the new form of government, the community was portrayed as a sect that needed 
to be destroyed before it corrupted the rest of the counlry. Canudos served as the scapegoat the 
powerful leaders needed to strengthen their position in the political arena. Their problem was not 
the religious view or supposed fanatism the community, but its political position, and, even more 
important, the need to restore credibility to the army after its several defeats. Even though 
Canudos became, back then, a propaganda piece for the defenders of the old regime, Ant&.io 
Conselheiro was not part of any monan:hist conspiracy, and he did not have any kind of help 
from Brazilian monarchists. 
The end of the war was not celebrated by the academy of Bahia w The politician Rui 
Barbosa, one ofthe founders ofthe Brazilian Academy of Letters, showing his disapproval 
towards the events of Canudos by talking about the lack of proof for the supposed plot to restore 
m Sampe.io, Camulo&: Carttu, 7D9. 
134 Lovino, Vu ofT,an, 133. 
w Galvlo, No Color, 95. 
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the m0118J'Chy12' led by Antan.io Conselheiro. The community's goal was to leave a peaceful life 
under the guidance of their spiritual leader and away from the outside world and the system they 
saw as the antichrist, but that did not happen. 
m Galvlo, No Color, 95. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
MILLENNIALISM AND MESSIANISM 
Any consideration of a millennial or messianic movement must tab into account the fact 
that these terms themselves label a variety of movements that arose organically within the history 
of the church. This chapter is devoted to a cODBideration of the origin of these terms and their 
development through time, which in turn will help to explain why Canudos is identified as a 
meuianio-millenarian movement Even though this chapter will deal extensively with matters of 
terminology in this field of study, the purpose is not to offer an exhaustive presentation of 
millennialism, but only to present those things that are helpful to our understanding of Canudos. 
The thinking that has come to be labeled as milleoniaHsrn has its foundation in the book of 
Revelation, which speaks of a period of one thousand years.1 The term millennialism includes at 
least three different subcategories used to label different 1DJ.dentandings of this period of a 
thousand years: Premillermialisrn (Historic and Dispensational), Postmillennialism, and 
Amillennialism. 
G. Ladd defines Premillennialism as ''the doc1rine stating that after the Second Coming of 
Christ, he will reign for a thousand years over the earth before the final consummation of God's 
redemptive pmpose in the new heavens and the new earth ofthe Age to Come.''2 This view is 
itself divided between two different interpretations, namely, Dispensational and Historic. The 
fint understands that the world would go through seven "dispensatiODB," meaning seven periods 
1 Revelation. 20. 
a Robert G. Clouse, Th, M,amng of th, Millmnhlm: Four V"IIW.r (I1lincia: IntmVarsity, 1977), 17. 
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of time when Jmrnaokind will be tested in a specific revelation by God. 3 Essentially, the world 
becomes increasingly evil and Jesus returns, followed by the rapture, in which the saints ascend 
to heaven with him. Seven ye11n1 later Christ ends the 1ribulation period, and establishes his 
Kingdom on earth - the Millennium..4 Therefore, they would be not only Prernillennialists, but 
also, Pre-1ribulation.' The second interpretation, Historic Prernillennialisrn, places the rapture 
after the 1ribulation period• and notes that the coming of Jesus will be preceded by recognizable 
signs, such as apostasy, famine, w11n1, and the presence of the Antichrist 7 Besides these 
differences, however, both agree that "after the battle of Armageddon Christ establishes a world-
wide Kingdom with Jerusalem. as its capital, in which He and the resurrected and transfigured 
saints rule for a thousand years in righteousness, peace and prosperity.•• 
The Postmillennial view, in contrast to Prernillennialisrn, states that, through the preaching 
ofthe Gospel and the work ofthe Holy Spirit, the kingdom ofOod will be an extension ofthe 
world' After that, the world will be progressively Christianized and Christian values and beliefs 
will be viewed as the standard, sin will be substantially reduced, and Christ's second corning will 
close a long period of peace and righteousness called the Millennium..10 
Arnillennialisrn represents a wide range of alternate readings of Revelation that agree in 
looking for a figurative rather than literal fulfiUm.ent of the thousand ye11n1. Arnillennialisrn 
3 CTCR, "The Bnd Times, a StudyanElchatologyandMillennialism,w 1989, 4. 
4 Larairu, Boetlnm', TM MiU.mium (New Jmey: Presbyterian and Rtifcnned, 1957), 17. 
'Boetlnm', TMMiU.nnium, 141. 
1 Boetlnm', TMMiU.nnium, 141. 
7 Boetlnm', TMMiU.nnium, 143. 
1 Boetlnm', TMMiU.nnium, 142. 
'Boetlnm', TMMiU.nni:um, 4. 
10 ClOUIC, TM M,aning. 8. 
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agrees with PostmilleoniaHsm that Christ's return is not political but spiritual, and will be 
followed by the resmrection and the final judgement.11 Yet within that agreement there is great 
variety: some amillennialistB relate the thousand yeUB to the entire Christian era, others to a 
particular period of time within that era, while still others believe it should be understood as an 
''intermediate state. "1l According to the Augsburg Confe1111ion, article XVII, Lutherans have 
generally understood that the Millennium started after Christ's ascension and that he will return 
for the final Judgement, at which point he will raise all the dead.13 
Robert Clouse explains in his book The Meaning of the Millennium: Fou.r Views how these 
interpretations became in evidence according to the historical period that society was living. His 
analysis goes back to the fuBt century, when it seems that the Premillennial view was the most 
accepted interpretation. The Church historian Philip Schaff named "Barnabas, Papias, Justin 
Martyr, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Metb.odius, and Lactantius" as some of the teachers ofthe Early 
Church who adopted a millenarian position, also called Chiliasm in this time period 14 Barnabas 
might have been the first to teach the Premillennial view of the coming of Christ, but it was 
Papias who put ''into the mouth of Christ himse1f a highly figurative description of the more than 
tropical fertility of that pcriod,''15 which thoughts were preserved and approved by Irenaeus. 
Schaff calls Tertullian an "enthusiastic Chiliast"lll who supported his views with the predictions 
of the Montanist prophets in addition to the Apocalypse. 
11 Boetlncr, TM MiU.nniwn, 17. 
13 Boetlncr, TM MiU.nniwn, 17. 
13 CTCR, 7. 
14 Philip Sc:hafl: Hi8to,y of th. Cluvtian Church 2, 3rd ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Ciristian Classics Bthmeal 
Library, 1882). 546. 
15 Schiff, Hi8to,y of th. Chrutian, 541. 
11 Schiff, Hi8to,y of th. Chrutian, 548. 
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The medieval church saw a wide variety of millennial and apocalyptic movements. But it 
was the Reformation and the turmoil that accompanied it that brought apocalyptic thinking flJ the 
forefront of the church once again. 17 The Anabaptist tabover ofMOnster in Wes1phalia is a good 
example. It began with the arrival of some Anabaptist preachers in 1533.18 In February 1534, 
they expelled all of the "godless" people :from the city, and by the end of the month MOllllter had 
only nine thousand people living in it, about half of its form.er population. 111 The remaining 
occupants of the city were certain that they were near the end of the world and the second 
coming of Jesus, when he would start a thousand-year reign on earth, which corresponds to the 
view labeled as Premillennial. 20 In April, the young John of Leiden took over the position of 
leader of the movement, and by December, a man called Johann Dusentschur said he had a 
vision given by God that John of Leiden was not a prophet but rather the new David that had 
returned to be their king. 21 After all that, John proclaimed himself the Messiah, which 
represented something 1ruly novel and shifted the movement toward what would be called 
Messianism. 22 A new state was created, their New Jerusalem, that required everyone to be a 
believer and to live in a primitive communist s}'lltem. It was a theocratic regime with new 
commandm.ents.23 On J1D1.e 29, 1535, the authorities entered the city after a siege, and the 
"MOnsterite Reformation" was over. The ''king" John of Leiden and two other leaders were 
17 Nonnan Co1m, TM Pllffllit of ti# Millmniwn (New Yark: Oxford University Preis, 1970), 252. 
11 Irvin Buckwaltm- Horst, TM Radical Brwthnn: Anabaptum tllld 1M Englillllafonnation to 1558 
(Nieuwkoop: De Graaf, 1972). 67. 
Ill Anthony Arthur, TM Tailor-Kil'ff: TM Rm tllldFall oftM AnabaptmKingdom ofM'IIMUr (New Ymk: 
Thomas Dunru, Boob, 1999). 57. 
:111 Arthur, TM Tailor-lGng, 11. 
2.1. Arthur, TM Tailor-lGng, 109. 
22 Willan.D. Wallis,M,~ TlwirRDI, in Civilization (Washington, D.C.: American.Council on Public 
Afliun, 1943). 57. 
:a Horst, TM Radical Brwthrm, 71. 
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locked in three hmnan-size cages and killed at the Mmket Square in M1Jnster in January 1536. 24 
According to CIOU8e, the M1Jnster event confinned the Magisterial Reformers' suspicions 
of millennialism and confirmed them in the amillennial position, which had been defended by 
Augustine and received :from the medieval chun:h.:a, In The City of God, Augustine admitted 1hat 
he once held a Premillennialist positioo, but his objection to it was 1hat ''the joys of the Saints 
during the Sabbath" were to be spiritual instead of worldly as some had argued.• His 
interpretation of the thOU8and yean was 1hat the thousand years is "an equivalent for the whole 
duration of this world, employing the number of perfection to mark the fullness of time. ''27 
Although some modern autb.on place Augustine in the postmilleonial camp,» Walvoord argues 
1hat he "is better classified as an amillenarim inasmuch as his view amounts to a denial that there 
will be any literal millennium on earth.,.. The Reformers, like the medieval theologians 
before them, held Augustine in high esteem, and based on their reading of Scripture sided 
with his amillenial interpretation. This decision was affirmed when the events at Munster 
confirmed their suspicions of apocalyptic thinking more radical than their own. Bver since, 
the Reformation churches have favored Amillennialism over other interpretations. 
M..talu: Mmllma, Jewa, 1111d Chrlllthuu 
Since millennialism is not exclusive to one specific religion, it is interesting to comprehend 
how the element of the Messiah is represented among other monotheistic religiODS. Many authors 
24 Arthur, TM Tailor-King, 176. 
:a, ClOWle, TMM11aning, 10. 
• Augustine (Bishop of Hippo), TM City of God, trans. Marcus Dods, 2 vols. (T. & T. Clm, 1871). 608. 
rt Augustine, TM Cio- of God, 609. 
llBoettru:r, TMMillllnnillm, 10. 
• Jolm Walvoord, TM Millllnnial Kingdom (Michigan: z.ondcrvan, 1959), 19. 
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refer to Persian Zoroastrianism. as the origin of the millenarian tradition. 311 Its leader, Zoroaster 
(probably before 6th century BC), believed that the end of world was near, and the final battle 
between good (Ormazd), and evil (Ahriman) would occur, which Ormazd would win and begin 
an eternal reign. Zoroaster also believed that he would witness this end and the new beginning 
during his lifetime. Clearly it did not happen, and the new Kingdom was deferred. Almost three 
thousand years after his death, his followers are still waiting for the ''final redemption. ''31 
Today the three major monotheistic religiODB are Islam, Judaism, and Christianity. 
Although they have common aspects, they hold very different understandings of an expected 
deliverer. According to Sacb.edina, while "Muslims conceive of a person who will "appear" 
(zuhur) or ''rise" (qiyam) against existing intolerable secular authority," Jews expect "one who is 
yet to come,'>n and Christians foresee the Second Coming of Jesus Christ, who already came and 
promised his return. 
In the Islamic context, the deliverer or the Mahdi, is expected to bring a social 
1ransformation and to restore the Islamic faith making it the norm for all oations.31 However, 
there are some disagreement around the idea of the Mahdi. The word al-Mahdi is not mentioned 
in the Koran, 34 and there is no reference of an expected messianic :6.gure,35 yet the belief was kept 
alive by the community.• This subject ofthe Mahdi is complex, contested, and is presented with 
311 Y cmina Talman, "Mi11cmarian Movemmm," EU1'0/Ran Joumal of Sociology 1 (1966): 158; Wellllinger, 
Cathmine, TM o,,fi,rdHanllJook ofMU]_,;aJum (Oxford: Oxfard Universify Press, 2011). 10. 
31 Talman, "Millemrian Movemmm," 159. 
32 Abdulaziz A},cfnJlnissein Sachadim, Islamic M,aianism: Th, ld,a ofMtllukin Tw,lwr Shc'isln (Albany: 
State University ofNew York, 1981). 2 
31 Sachedina, Islamic Musianism, 2. 
34 Jan-OlafBlichfeldt, Early Mahdism: Politics and luligion in th. Fonnati'II P,riod of ls111m (Leidm: E.J. 
Brill, 1985). 5. 
35 Hayrett:in YOt.:esoy, Musianic B,U.ft and lmp,rial Politics inM,dilWll h111m: th. 'Abbbid Caliphat. in 
th. Early Ninlh Cmblry (Columbia, S.C.: Univc:rsity of South Carolina Press,, 2009), 38. 
• About the distinctions in the prophecies ace~ to the Mehdi, or M:IISiah, and i111 variations, see: 
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several imerpretations in the Islamic tradition. n According to YQcesoy, as early as the seventh 
century the idea about the return of Isa ibn Maryam-the biblical Jesus, seemed to have been a 
common belief among a group of Muslims.• Jewish messianism is similarly varied.• Wallis 
identifies three different types of messianism. within the larger Jewish tradition. The fint, is 
centered around the king and the nation, hoping for a national future 1DJ.der the glorious house of 
David The second is apocalyptic and, more often than not, catastrophic. h awaiu the 
establishment of the kingdom of Israel by a divine warrior who will defeat the heathen. Finally, 
the last type of messianism is "ethical, spiritual, and universal," and portrays an ideal state based 
in love and service, in which the will of Yahweh is accomplished.40 To Norman Cohn, the 
Messiah expected by the Jews under the Roman Empire was a ''wanior-king" with ''lmique," 
miracle power, basically a superhuman, emphasizing his political and earthly aspects. 41 
Therefore, the idea of a spiritual king and a spiritual kingdom was not vary accepted by the 
Jews.G 
Christianity, un1ib Judaism and Islam, focuses on a Messiah, Jesus, who has already come 
and has promised to return for judgment at the end of the world. The hope of Jesus' second 
coming is based on the references of his return from the Apostle Paul's letters, as well as his own 
Blichfeldt, Early Mahdum, 3; YQceaoy, Mmanic B•li-.fe. 42. Tiu, inlmpretatians have clifferm; undastandinp of 
how du, charactm-of the Mahdi would be presented, some groups hdd that he aln,ady came and could be cOIIIUICt.ed 
to some of the caliphs. See Blichfeldt, Eany Mahdum, 2 
n Blichf'eldt, Eany Mahdum, 2. 
• YOl:esoy,MU&ianic &U.ft, 39. 
9 Yelmda Liebes, SIJJdi6& in J.wuhMyl, andMumni8m. trans. Batya Stein (Albany: State University of 
NewYOJkPress, 1993), 93. 
40 Wallis,M•m• TlwirRJJZ., 14 
41 Calm, TM P1lnJlit, 22. 
G Calm, TM P1lnJlit, 23. See also Talmon, "Millenarian Movemen13," 161. Talmcm explains du, different 
types of messianism by referring to the histarical period in which they arose, concluding that it is not until the 
Roman Empire and du, oppressicm lllffered by the Jews undm- the Romana, that a political 1BVior started to be 
~ 
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words found in the Gospels: "They will see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven with 
power and great glory'' (Mathew 24:30 ESV); and the passage that he says that he will prepare a 
place and come back: "I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and will take you to 
myself, that where I am you may be also" (John 14:3 ESV). These verses are straightforward 
about the Messiah's second coming; to the majority of Christians there is no doubt that Jesus 
Christ himself will be returning to the world when the time comes. 
Catutropblc lllld Progieaalve MJIJennJ•Umw 
As seen before, the theological meaning of the Millennium. refers to a period of a thousand 
yean-be it literal or symbolic-in which the Messiah reigns among God's people. Differing 
interpretatiODS among theologians did not change the connection between millennialism and the 
coming of Jesus Christ; the millennium. was a fundamentally Christian idea. Over time, however, 
historians of religion, sociologists, and anthropologists modified the undenrtanding of what was 
''millennial," applying it to a broader group of movemenlB, both Christian and non-Christian, .a 
and transforming the theological concept into a historical one. According to Norman Cohn, 
millennialism has '1>ecome simply a convenient label for a particular type of salvationism. '144 
Catherine Wessinger agrees that this terminology refers to ''the perfect age or God's kingdom in 
which there will be a collective salvation. '1145 In addition, she states that it ''may be applied 
figuratively to any conception of a perfect age to come, or of a perfect land to be made 
accessible.',... Regardless, the idea behind the terminology as used by anthropologists and 
a Calm, '17- PJll'3llit, IS; Gemge D. Chyasides, and Bcm.jamin E. Z.Cllar, eds.. TM Bloatnll1,u,y Companion to 
N•w.R.ligiou.fMowlUIIL'r(Londan: Bkxmsbmy, 2014), 135. 
44 Calm, '17- PJll'3llit, IS. 
45 Calhminc Wcuinam", ed., Millmnialum, P•rnculion. and Vio,,._: Historical c- (Syracuse: 8yraculc 
University Press, 2000), 7. 
41 Sylvia Thrupp. ed., Milwnnial Drwaau in Action (The Hague: Mouton, 1970), 12. 
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sociologists is no longer comiected with the traditional theological sense but bas become a much 
wider concept. 
In the late 1990s, Wessinger formulated a new terminology, moving further away :from 
escbatological nomenclatures that, according to her, were no longer communicating about 
millennialism and, consequently, misleading readers. Her mggestion was to discontinue the 
terms Premillennialism 1:111.d Postmillennialism47 and to adopt, respectively, Catastrophic 
MillBnnialism and Progressive Millennialism. 'Ibis new terminology was intended to reveal the 
differing expectations inherent in various millennial outlooks--one more pessimistic and the 
other more optimistic--- and to dissociate them :from theological meanings. Each of the terms 
was related to how a group manifested i1B beliefs and expectations of what was going to come 
next. 
According to Wessinger, the form of millennialism most studied is the one that sees 
humanity, society, and history pessimistically. In this form, millennialists believe that things will 
get worBe as time moves forward and that evil, along with the world as it exists today, will have 
to be l'llirnimrted Only then will the new creation be possible and truly good. Since this pattern is 
not exclusive to Christianity, the author mggesta the term "catastrophic millennialism" to 
classify this type of millennialism, and suggests i1B application to other movements with similar 
L--~.-.-:....: • C.wiawuauuCS. 
The other category of millennialism identified by Wessinger is "progressive 
millennialism." Movements that fall into this category are characterized by the belief that things 
will get better, even if it is necessary to create conflicts, that is, to participate in revolutionary 
47 Woasinger, "Millmmielisn wi1h end without," 51. 
• Woasinger, "Mill.mmialilm wi1h end without," 49. 
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violence.• Progressive millennialism. might also include an intensification of beliefs in 
prosperity, progressive evolution, and harmony among humans working together. These beliefs 
especially characterized such movements in the nineteenth century. '° 
Cataslrophic and progressive millennialism. are not mutually exclusive. Th.ere are cases, for 
example, the Jehovah's Witnesses, in which a group starts as catastrophic and, through the years, 
inclines toward the progressive." Some movements may even shift back and forth between the 
two expectations. SJ Nor do these new manifestations of millmoialisrn necessarily rely strongly 
on belief in the divine but instead have a ''superhuman" agent occupying the fim.ctions performed 
by God in more traditional schemes. There is even an atheistic form ofmilleooialism- Th.is type 
is recognizable in Nazism with i1B superhuman Aryan race, as well as in the Maoist conception 
of"CODBciousness" and the attendant stimulation ofthe people toward "heroic efforts to create 
the communist state. ''!I Talmon offers a succim:t view of such groups when he defines 
millenarianism. as a religious movement that expects ''uomioent, total, ultimate, this-worldly 
collective salvation."'54 Often such movements attempt to improve the problematic world, and 
this can lead to messianism." 
Memautma 
In addition to the categories noted above, scholars have also distinguished between 
• Wellinger, Millmnialum. P,rncrmon. and V-101-, 10. 
'° Wellinger, "Mill.mmialilm wi1h and without," 51. 
' 1 Wellinger, Millmnialum, P,rncrmon, and V-101-, 52. 
SJ Wellinger, Millmnialum, P,rncrmon, and V-101-, 8. 
s, Wellinger,Millmnialum, P,rncrmon, and Yio1-, 9--10. 
54 Talman, "Millenarian Movemants," 158. 
"Luiz A Solano Rmsi, "O Mclsianismo ea~ do Paraflo naHist6ria," RmstaAllltu 4 ('lJXJTJ, 3. 
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''millenarian" movements and ''messianic" movements. According to Anthony Wallace, the 
millenarian movements emphasize an apocalyptic change in the world, which transformation is 
engineered by the supernatural." Messianic movements, on the other hand, emphasize the 
involvement of a "divine savior" in human flesh as the agent of transformation. ff Queiroz 
observes that, although British and French scholan often use mmeonialism and messianism as 
synonyms, the distinction between the two types of movements ought to be observed, since the 
subject of the millennium is much broader and not reduced to just the one feature of a human 
savior. Therefore, she categorizes messianism as a sub-division of millenarianism. WeBBinger, in 
her analysis of Annie Besmt, defined messianism as a "clwacterist.ic of most but not all pre-
millenarian movements," meaning that a movement can be millennial without being messianic, 
but not the other way around Thus, Canudos can be called a "messianic-millenarian 
movement.'• 
Queiroz further distinguishes between messianism and a messianic movement. Messianism 
is the term she uses to identify the people's longings during their wait for the messiah. A 
messianic movement refers to group activity under the direction of a leader, or even the messiah 
himself or herself: to accelerate the millennium. 911 In her studies she identified a group of 
similarities between several Brazilian messianic communities, Canudos among them. The tint 
similarity is the structure, which has the messianic figure as central to the community. This 
leader is the one who will promote and control the group in all aspects, only to him is reserved 
"Anthony F. C. Wallace, "Revitalimion Movements," in Sac11dluabns: luading& in 1M Anthropology of 
Juligion, ed Riclmd Wanna, James Gamer, andR. JonM:Gee (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009). 390--
91. 
ff Wallace, "Revitalimim Movements," 390--91. 
"Rml1D da Silva Queiroz, "Mobilim9&s Sociomligi0111111 no Brasil: os Surtos MCllliinico-Milcnaristas," 
Rnista USP, no. 67 (September/November 2005): 137. 
s Queiroz. o M,manumo, 24. 
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the power to make all the decisions. The second similarity is the idea of the myth, which means, 
the belief that it is possible to inaugurate a perfect society on earth, without injustice, pain, 
diseases, and death. Besides the belief in a perfect society, the community awaits the return of 
the divine figure that will inaugurate the perfect society on earth. The final similarity is the 
intended purpose of the community, which is to create solutions for the social crises present in 
society.m 
Some authors identified Caoudos as messianic and millennial due to its Sebastianic 
influence. Sebastiaoism was the belief that the young king Sebastian of Portugal, who died in 
1578 at North Africa during the battle of Alcacer Quibir would return to take over the kingdom 
which had fallen onto the hands of king Phillip II of Spain. 8 Many Brazilian movements could 
be categorized IDlder the influence of the Sebastianic belief, and it is known that Ant&rio 
Conselhciro spob of the God-given right of the royal family IDl.1:il the end; however, by the year 
of 1893, when Conselheiro and his followers started the settlement itself, there is no record that 
Sebastianism was still present in their belief. 
The development of a messianic-millenarian movement depends on a set of preconditions. 
According to Talmon 's analysis, even though messianism can be propagated in prosperous and 
growing commlDlities, a minorities coming from lower strata, who have been oppressed and 
pemaps even persecuted, tend to be the best candidates to initiate or follow such movements.• 
Their social isolation is another indicative of their need to disrupt any connection with traditional 
m Quem,7-. 0 Mu.fianumo, 329--330. 
8 Maria l111ura Pcn:iIB de Queiro7.o "D. Sebestilo DD Brasil," Rnuta USP, 110. 20 (1994): 32 
a Talman, "Millenarian Movements," 190. 
11 Talman, "Millenarian Movements," 181. 
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groups."' They usually emerge during periods of transition, 15 or crises, due to chmges in the 
social s1ructure or organization.• Cohn's observation regarding this last aspect in his analysis of 
medieval movements was that the people were living in "a state of chronic and inescapable 
insecurity, harassed not only by their economic helplessness and vulnerability but by the lack of 
the 1raditional social relationships" on which the lower social strata bad been able to depend on, 
even at the worst moments. 111 In the case of Canudos, this precondition was related to the 
Proclamation of the Republic in 1899. Wallis highlighted three features related to the usual 
preconditions for messianic manifestations manifested in Canudos, namely "a social need, a 
prevalent messianic concept, and a responsive individual.•• He concluded that society must go 
under a period of extreme pressure and stress to be in the perfect condition for a prophet or 
messiah to start a movement promising an earthly or heavenly reward. 
The figure of the messiah or prophet is an essential feature to a millennial and messianic 
movement. The distinction between the two, however, can be very important to some authors. 
According to Worth, while the prophet is a religious leader, the messiah will elevate himself to a 
position where he is the main authority and where he will become the center of the movement for 
his followers. Therefore, a messiah only owns the title when a certain number of people 
recognize him as such.• In Desroche's characterization of the prophet and messiah, the prophet 
is seen as being responsible for a specific mission given by God or another supernatural agent 
Therefore, the prophet's power is not within himself but only in connection with this mission. In 
114 Talman, "Mill.cnarian Movomants," 183. 
15 Talman, "Mill.cnarian Movomants," 184. 
• Quem,7-. O Mu.fianumo, 331. 
111 Calm, 77M l'1lnllit, 87--88. 
•wallis,M,m• TlwirRDZ,, 187. 
• Quem,7-. 0 M,.manumo, 15. 
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contrast to the prophet, the messiah was not merely chosen by God or a supernatural agent but 
was "united to him through a natural/paternal'"'° connection, becoming the central figure in the 
community and much more important than the prophet As a result, a prophet is not necessarily a 
meBBiab, but a messiah is always a prophet 71 Talm.on highlights the fact that in some cases, 
besides the messiah and the prophet, there is the figure of a leader (or leaders) that may act as a 
forerunner of the messiah, while in other cases, the same person executes all three roles.'72 
According to Wallis' studies, during the tint fifteen centuries of Christianity there was no record 
of a person claiming to be Jesus Christ or bis reincarnation. 73 This changed after the turmoil of 
the Reformation, as bas already been noted here. 
In addition to the ability to speak to an unseen soun:e------God or another unknown power, 
charism is an important feature of both, messiah and prophet, to bring people to listen to their 
revelatiODB. It establishes the relationship between the leader as the charismatic authority and bis 
followers. In some situations, as Dawson explains, this charismatic authority does not ''seem to 
fit the popular stereotype,,.,.. and an outsider would have a difficult time trying to find the 
"amazing" leader that the followers see. At the community of Canudos, Antanio Cooselbeiro is 
this powerful leader. Yet many sources :from that time describe nothing special about him, and be 
was even considered a lunatic by society in general. 
'° Henri Desrochi,, V.. d'hommu: Dictionnai,w du MU8iani&mu •t Mil1'nari&mu a l'i,w Chnti.,,,,. 
(Paris: Mouton, 1969). 7. 
71 Wellllinger, Millmnia&m, P•rnc,mon, and Y-101-, 11. 
72 Talman, "Mill.eJBrisn Movements," 169. 
72 Wallis,M•m• TlwirR.oZ., 51. 
74 Lame L. Dawson, "Clmismatic leadm'lhip in Millennial Movemenlll," in 'I'M Oxford Handbook of 
Millmnialism, ed. Catbminc Wessinger (Oxford: Oxford Universil;y Pre-, 2011), 125. 
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Caumdoa: Fear• a Slptflamt Feature 
The community of Canudos, called Belo Monte by Ant&io Conselheiro, bas features that 
lead one, with no doubt, to the conclusion that it was a millenarian and messianic movement. 
The change to the Republican system did not make the conservatives happy. Conselheiro 
believed that to live in isolation was the best option to stay away from the threat this new system 
represented 
The context of Canudos represents the lives of many of the bacldanders. They were used to 
a life of misery and exploitation, but their hopes were always renewed with the help of the 
Catholic church, especially its practice of charity and promises of divine assistance and an 
etema1 and happy afterlife.?.! The situation changed when Catholicism suffered the consequences 
of the political debates, and the new ideas about the Republican system started to be put into 
practice. This new routine, the lack of help from their once-1rusted patrons, and the 
rein1roduction of an old doctrine in a more appealing form are some of the aspects noted by 
Cohn regarding the medieval messianic movemmrts that also appear in Canudos. 11 
Distinguishing between types of millennial movements, as Wessinger bas, helps greatly in 
understanding the events ofCanudos. She suggestB three groups with specific characteristics: 
"assaulted millennial groups that are assaulted because they are perceived by outsiders to be 
dangerous;.fragile millennial groups that initiate violence to preserve their religious goal; and 
revolutionary millennial movements possessing ideologies, or theologies that legitimate 
violence."77 In her description, the categories can be interchangeable, which means that a given 
?.I Patricia R Peuar, From Famtia to Folk: Brazilian Millmarianum and Popular CIUtluw (Duiham and 
Londm: Duke Univanity Press, 2004). 28. 
11 Colm, 77,, Pvmdt, 87-88. 
71 Wcllingm', Millmnialism, P,rDClllion. and V-101,nc,, 3-4 (italics mine). 
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movement may fit in two categories at the same time or change :from one to another. The 
community of Canudos belongs to the a&&aulted category, but also, at some momen1B, to the 
revolutionary one. Through the letters written to and :from Jeremoabo's baron, it is possible to 
understand the fear that surrounded the population because of Canudos. Sampaio speaks of a 
''medo construfdo,"" a fabricated fear, meaning a type of fear that was motivated not only by the 
Military but by the Catholic church and the local political parties as well with the help of the 
newspapers to disseminate the idea among the population." As a result, Canudos was feared by 
the society and by law enforcement. The memben of the Canudos community were 
misundenrtood and ''not viewed as holding to valid religions worthy of respect . ..., "Fanatic" and 
"lunatic" were words commonly used to describe Antanio Conselheiro, and they were also 
applied to his followers. 
Canudos also conforms to the typology of a millennial group in that it was devoted to a 
source of authority that smpasses civil authority. 81 Antanio Conselheiro 's statemen1B against the 
Republic mabs it clear that he believed his devotion to God annulled any obligation of 
obedience to the government, or at least, to the om, he considered the Devil's representative. For 
this reason, confrontation with the local authorities was 1D1dentood as a consequence of the 
community's loyalty to God, which gave them the confidence needed to stay strong until the 
very end This confidence describes many assaulted groups' belief even decades later, in which 
persecution works as an assurance of the final reward that will be provided by God a 
"'Sampaia. Cflllllllo8: Carta&, 32. 
" Sampaia. Cflllllllo8: Carta&, 68. 
111 Welllinger,Millmnialum, P•rncution, and Yiownc., 17. 
11 Welllinger, Millmnialum, P•rncution, and Y-wwnc., 24. 
awelllinger,Millmnialum, P•rncution. andY-wwnc., 17. 
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The idea of the medo con,truldo is related to the attempt to show society that a millennial 
group is not worthy of empathy or comp888ion, as the newspapers did By doing that they created 
a demonized and dehumamzed image of the believers, which results in an intensification of the 
conflict.a Public opinion did not demonstrate signs of sympathy because they did not identify 
those people as fellow citizens or even as part of humankind After the war the academics started 
to realize the brutality faced at the Belo Monte and understood that the freedom proposed by the 
Republic was not a recognized right for everyone . 




Most scholars who have studied the movement of Canu.dos over the ye11r11 have viewed the 
religious elements as little more than ancillary to what they see as the more fundamental 
concerns of economics and politics. 1bis is especially true when they discuss the 1ragic events of 
the community's commotion and its suppre1111ion by the government. In this study, I have placed 
the religious life and belief of the community at the center of its existence as the foundation of 
everything its members thought and did Centering religious belief and life in this way offers a 
better explanation of the community's reaction to cODtemporary events and to the government 
than economic or political cODBiderations al011e. 
The Rd1glolllty of the Badrlaud 
At the end of the nineteen century, the Catholic church was for all practical purposes the 
only church present in N ortbeast Region, Brazil. By the time Canudos became a settlement, the 
separation between church and state was only a couple ofye11r11 old. The backlanders still lived 
according to Catholic ideals, making the associated mores, such as the desire for the wellbeing of 
all and the idea that the strong would take care of the weak, functionally equivalent to the laws of 
their society.1 According to Roger Bastide, in that isolated part of the country the figure of the 
prophet replaced the priest. The people valued the ascetic life and tended to follow those who 
chose to live that kind of life. 2 
1 ~ "S6 Deus 6 O:nmdc, - 13. 
2 Roger Bastide, Brasil: T•mi d. Contrmtu, 1rBns. Maria IIIIIII'B P. de Queiroz (Slo Paulo: Difudo Buropeia 
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Throughout Brazil at this time, Christians bad developed conceptions and images of God 
that varied from each other and from traditional Christianity. The 1rue God, as Alexandre Otten 
explains, bad been hidden behind the saints and was no longer accessible to the people, which 
resulted in the creation of what he calls ''new types of Ood.,,, Among the bacldanders, one new 
type of God was "God the Boss." This conception of God, based on the image ofthe landlords 
who owned everything the bacldanders could see, appeared as the authoritarian boss requiring 
obedience and submission. Another new type was ''God the Creator," but a creator who left the 
world to the saints or/and demons, not caring much for human beings. ''God the Judge" emerged 
during difficuh times when the end of times was feared, and this Ood required reparation for all 
the wrongs one could have done. These different types of Ood created a distant God, which 
resulted in fatalism, passivity, and submission.4 
Yet in the few moments that people felt God was not neglecting them but caring for them, 
another type of Ood emerged---''God the Godfather." An example of moments when the poor 
were not neglected were the various rituals and traditions adopted by folk Catholicism in Brazil, 
such as the featas. These were festivals organized by the wealthy for the poor to celebrate a 
particular saint. This practice was one aspect of the godfather system that was very important to 
the culture of the bacldand The system, a form of co-parentage in which the godparents became 
responsible for the infants, wmbd to strengthen relationships, making those involved part of the 
same family.5 It is known that Antanio Conselheiro, from 1880 through 1892, was godfather to 
ninety-two children in the town of ltapicuru. • Some parents would invite important patrons as 
do Lim>, 1964). 84--85. 
! Ol1ml, "S6 Deus 6 Grande, n 12, 
4 Ol1ml, "S6 Deus 6 Grande, n 12. 
' Levini,, vai. ofT•an. 137. 
• .Alexendre Ol1ml, S6 Dau, Grrlnd.: aMffl8agsm luligi08a a AnltJnio Cmm&iro (Slo Paulo: Edi9l5es 
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godparents of their children with the hope that they would be well supported in case of need. 
Therefore, God was not distant anymore, but as ''God the Godfather" rose up to protect and 
advocate for the poor. 
Amidst other attempts to reform or transcend these ideas of God, Antanio Conselheiro 
preached a protecting God and Jesus as the just advocate of the poor. This gave his followers a 
new identity and turned his itinerant preaching into a religious movement. 7 As a result, one can 
argue that Conselheiro's spirituality was the main element of the movement seen in Canudos.• 
His followers believed he was God's prophet, Jesus' servant and imitator, and a pilgrim on his 
way to the Celestial Home.' The characteristic label ''religious fanatic" given to Antanio 
Conselheiro may be a consequence of his ascetic life, whose rigors were foreign to most of the 
people from the coast but quite common in the backland-a place where many had a simple life. 
Nogueira argues, in fact, that Antanio Conselheiro was in no way a fanatic and that the 
fanaticism present in the community of Canudos, if one could even call it that, was not religious, 
but emotional. The author insistB that the fanatic feeling came from the followers towards the 
figure of their leader, something common, or even expected, since he was their guide.10 They 
called him Good Jesw, 11 My Father, u Good Jesus Conselheiro, Santo Antt!Jnio Aparecido, u and 
Loyola, 1990), 15S. 
7 Otten, "S6 Deus 6 Grande," 14. 
I Olten, "S6 Deus 6 Grande," 21. 
' Otten, "S6 Deus 6 Grande," 39. 
10 Nogueira, Ant4rdo ConnlMiro, 37. 
11 Otten, "S6 Deus 6 Grande, .. 21. 
u Otten, 96 D,u, 1S6; Bcnicio, 0 Im, 67. 
u A reference to Our Lady of Aparecid&-a title of the B1-d Virgin Mary, and Saint Anlhany. Queiro7., 0 
MU3ianumo, 206. 
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so on, yet, Conselheiro kept calling all of them ''brothenl and sisters."14 Even though some people 
considered him a messiah, he did not claim to be and kept describing himself as an emissary of 
God with the mission to speak God's word. 15 In fact, in his notebook-a DU111U11cript with 
sermons and notes that was found after the war, Conselheiro did not identify himself as a 
messenger, or Christ himself; he simply chose the word ''peregrino," a pilgrim, and used this title 
in a very bumble manner as is seen on his farewell: 
Goodbye people, goodbye birds, goodbye 1rees, goodbye land, accept my farewell 
that shows the grateful memories I have of you, which will never fade from the 
memory of this peregrino, who hopes eagerly for your salvation and the wellbeing of 
the Church. Ill 
The same word is used by the survivors of the war to speak of Ant6nio Conselheiro. Nert.an 
Macedo interviewed Hon6rio Vilanova in 1962 at Assar6, Ceara. Vilanova was one of the last 
survivors that had lived in Canudos near Ant6nio Conselheiro. At the age of 97, he remembered 
the first time he saw Conselheiro: 
I met the Peregrino when I was a little boy at Urucu. Ifl remember correctly, it was 
1873, before the big drought. He [Conselheiro] arrived one day at the farm, asking for 
charity to share among the poor, as he used to do.[ .. . ] 
Years later, we [Hon6rio, and his brother Ant&ri.o Vilanova] met the Peregrino 
agam, now at Bahia The people of Vila Nova da Rainha, where I used to live with 
my family, spoke of him [Conselheiro] as a propbet-saint.17 
14 Otten, S6 D,u, 156. 
15 Bmicio, 0 Jui, 41. 
Ill • Adeus povo, adcus aves, adeus ir:vces, adeua campcs, aceitai a minha despedida, que bem drmcmstra as 
gmtaa rec:arda9i!es que lava de v6s, que jamais se apagarlo da lmnhnm9a deste peregrino. que espira ansiOE111ente a 
V01111B 118Nll9lo e a bem ad Jgreja. • Nogueira, AnMnio ConMIJwiro, 182 (628), author's own 1rBnslaticm. 
17 "Conheci a Peregrino, quamlo eu era menino, no Urucu. Se bem me recardo, foi em 1873, BDtes da grande 
s&a[sic]. :aie[sic] cmgou, \DD dia, m fazenda, pedindo esmalaspa.ra distribuir aos pobres, coma en de seu costume. 
[ ... ] Anos pllllllldos, reenconlramos a Peregrino, desta feita na Bahia. 0 pova de Vila Nova da Rainha, onde en1lo 
residia com os meus, dBle[sic] falava coma de \DD Enix> profeta. • Macedo, M1111Drial d, V"ilanowJ, 37, e:ulha's own 
1rBnslaticn 
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The testimony above helps to clarify bow other people referred to Ant&.io Conselbeiro. They 
respected him. and more than that, they identified him as a prophet and a holy man. 
Ant&.io Conselbeiro, according to Da Cunha, always carried a bag with paper, a quill pen, 
ink, and two books that were common among the Portuguese missionaries overseas: Hora& 
Mariana&, andMi&&lloAbreviada.u The first is a devotional for lay-people written by Friar Jose 
Ignacio Roquette, frequently UBed in Brazil and Portugal. It contains, among other things, a 
calendar for every day of the year with the saint or martyr of each day, prayers for many 
occasiODB, a table of sins, explanat:iODB about the Mass, the Lord's Prayer, and the Hail Mary. 
The book also prescribes indulgences, for example, every person who prays the Office of the 
Virgin Mary has, for each hour, forty days of indulgence.111 Tho second book, Mi&&IJo Abreviada, 
was written by Father Jose Manuel Gon9alves Couto, and it was especially UBed for public 
prayers.211 It is mostly meditatiODB or reflectiODB on topics related to the Christian faith and life. It 
also contains a brief life oftwenty-one saints ofthe Catholic church. Some autb.on have &CCUBed 
Couto's book of Janseoism, pointing to his emphasis on an ascetic life according to medieval 
norms, and of ''mystical terrorism, "JI highlighting his ''threat upon threat of eternal damnation 
and fiery perdition. ''D 
Ant&.io's serm.ODB were based on these two books, the Holy Scriptures, and probably 
u De Cunha, Obnu CompZ.tm, chap. 2, Kindle. 
111 J. Ignacio Roquettc, Novu Honu Mtuianlu ou OJficio Mmor da S.S. Yirpm Maria Noaa s.nlwra (Paris: 
Guillard, Aillaud & CiB, 1885). 405. 
211 Nogueira,AnMnlo ConnlMiro, 29. 
21 Macedo, Mawrial d, Yi.brow,, SO; 58. Sec alao: JCIIC Maria de Oliveira Silva, "Guerra de Canudos -As 
P~dicas am debate," Proj,to Hi&t6ria, no. 30 (June 2005): 270. 
22 Levine, Val, ofT,an, 194. 
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another theological book. about the Cnrnrnaodrnem.23 Because of his good education, 
Cooselheiro was able to use Latin quotatioos from the Bible. :14 Reading the guidelines given at 
the beginning oftheMiaalioAbreviada, one realizes that Cooselheiro's preaching was not an 
attempt to ta1a, the place of the priests or to show bow influential he was but to follow the 
directioos that said missionaries should be present in every village. If it was not possible for a 
priest to be present, the book prescribed that ''any man or woman who knows how to read well 
and has an honorable life" should do it. 211 Antanio Cooselheiro believed he was called to ~e 
was a follower of Christ who had to remind the people that there was no one more powerful than 
God. 
Through the imitation of Jesus, who was poor and hmniliated, Cooselheiro was able to 
connect with people who experienced poverty and humiliation every day in their lives. By 
pointing out the damage that sin does, not only to the soul but also to the relationships and 
welfare of the community, he committed himself to go farther than proclaiming salvation for the 
soul; he wanted a community of holy souls and holy bodies. Therefore, he wanted a ''holy 
church" on earth. 21 
The Notebook 
The last days of Caoudos were terrible. Many people, both soldiers and conselheiriatas, 
suffered from a strain of smallpox. The smell of unclean and dead bodies was repugnant, as 
23 Noguein,Alllbnio ConnlJwiro, 29. 
:14 Beginning in 1757, 1hc Catholic church allowed the~ oflhcBiblc in any language. if the 1ranslatians 
had been prc,viously approved by the chun:h. In 1790, Father Antanio Pcrcim de Figueiredo finished the first 
Calholic 1ranslatian of the Scriplures from the Latin (Vulgate) to Portuguese. Luiz Antonio Giraldi, Hi816ria tiz 
Blblia no Brasil (Slo Paulo: Socicdade Bfblica do Biasil, 2008), 32, 36. 
211 Manuel 1014! ~vcs Couto, Mm6o Abmiiatiz para Dup.rtar oa Ducllidado4 Conwmr oa 
P,ccadoru • SIU1ilntar o Fn,cto da8 MmlJ,a (Porto: Typographia de Scbastilo Jollll Parcira, 1868), 7. 
21 Otlm1, "86 Deus 6 Grande," 31. 
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anyone would have expected, and the decision to bum everything wu pelhaps necessary. On 
October S, medical student Jolo de Souza Ponde, during the search of the Sanctuary, where 
Ant&io Cooselheiro's corpse wu found, noticed an old wooden box that contained a bound 
book inside. Eyewitnesses testified that this wu wdoubtedly the book carried by Conselheiro 
with his notes and sermons. 
Jolo de Souza Ponde gave the book to his friend Afdnio Peixoto, who in tum gave it to 
Euclides da Cunha. Da Cunha wrote the most famous book about the war of Canudos, Os 
SertlJes, yet he does not seem to have read Conselheiro's book that had been given to him. This 
neglect probably resulted from personal matters and ill health-he died a short time after 
receiving the book. Years later, Aristeu Seixu, a poet and the president of the Paulist Academy 
of Letters, fowd the book in a used bookstore. Nogueira transcribed Conselheiro's book and 
published it in 1974.27 
On the title page, Ant&rio Conselheiro identified himself as the ''peregrino at the village of 
Belo Monte, Bahia in January 12, 1897."'21 With impeccable handwriting in bold, black ink, 
Conselheiro penned the six hundred and twenty-eight pages, each page with fourteen lines, of his 
sermons and notes. The notebook is divided into four sections and an appendix:• 
1. Storms in Mary's heart. Mary's mysteries [in Jesus life ]311 
2. Exposition of the ten commandments 
3. Selected texts (from the Scriptures) 
4. Other issues 
27 Nogueira,AnMnio Co,mlMiro, 23. 
21 Nogueira, AnMnio Co,mlMiro, 49. 
:111 Nogueira, AnMnio Co,mlMiro, 22-23. 
311 Twenty-nine homilies divided in thn,c paragraphs each. 
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• About the Republic 
The :tint section dealing with Mary is the longest part of the book and demonstrates how 
the doctrine of the Catholic church was central to Conselheiro's teachings. Queiroz observes that 
the Jagun~ considered themselves excellent Catholics, 31 and their mother was none other tb.m 
the Virgin Mary herself,n who protected them and advocated in their favor. In Conselheiro's 
written homilies, the predominant preaching style is the narrative, and the veneration of Mary is 
its subject Even though Conselheiro never applies the title savior to Mary, he and his followers 
believed that she existed at a higher level-higher even tb.m ordinary saints-and this allowed 
her to ask God for the forgiveness of sins of all people.31 
The veneration of Mary is such that in one of the homilies Conselheiro writes that Mary did 
not have any part in the death of Christ, even though he suffered because of the sins of human 
beings. Jesus' death was not her responsibility, and they, Jesus and Mary, were both innocent.34 
Conselheiro contrasts Mary the ''innocent mother" with Eve as the "criminal mother," and 
because of the criminal mother's children, the innocent son of the innocent mother had to die. In 
this sense, bnman]dnd owes a debt to the Virgin Mary as well as to Christ,, This innocent 
mother was also a figure to be imitated: 
[ ... ] we have learned :from both [Jesus and Mary] to follow God's will, following his 
commandments: let's learn :from Mary to sacrifice, for the glory of our Lord, 
whatever we have that we consider most precious in the entire world.• 
31 Quciroz, OM•manislno, 218. 
n Nogueira, Ant1'nio ConnlMiro, 62. 
:n Nogueira, Ant1'nio ConnlMiro, 82. 
34 Nogueira,Ant1'nio ConnlMiro, 71 (IS). 86(141, 143), 93 (175). 
35 Nogueira, Ant1'nio ConnlMiro, 80 (114), 87 (150). 
• "[ ... ] apnmdmnos de ambos a cumpir a vanlade de Deus, obedeccmdo aos seus mandamcm!DS: 
aprendamos de Maria a IIICrificar para maim g16ria do Scmhar o qui, tivmmos de mais est.imavel do mundo." 
Nogueira, Ant1'nio C01W1Miro, n (100), author's own tnmalation. 
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Mary appean as "co-redeem.er"37 and the veneration given her is so massive as to 
sometimes confuse her with the Godhead, which would be the case especially for the uneducated 
among Cooselheiro's followers. Nonetheless, Antaoio CODBelheiro acknowledges that salvation 
for sinners comes only through the sacrifice made by Jesus Christ, ''who is the same as God,,. 
In this tint section ofthe handbook, CODBelheiro's use of narrative includes speaking of 
Mary's sufferings, explaining how she feh and what she thought of Jesus throughout the years. 
The second section on the Ten Commandments lacks this sort of speculative narration. Instead, 
CODBelheiro points out sin's cODBequences in the lives of people and shows his listenms how sin 
affects relationships and the well-being of all. Following this is a third part containing a selection 
of Bible verses, which are given in Latin and Portuguese. The most quoted books are the Gospels 
of Matthew, with twenty verses among the seventy, followed by the Gospels ofl.uke and John; 
from the Old Testament, the most quoted are the books of Isaiah and Psalms. Almost a third of 
the verses refer to salvation through Jesus Christ. Towards the end of this section he has a homily 
on how to preserve the faith.• The fourth section briefly treats theological issues. Conselheiro 
explains the cross as a symbol and highlights three stages oflaw,411 namely, the natural law given 
to Adam and Eve after creation, the written law given to Moses, and the law of grace fulfilled in 
Jesus Christ; the natural and the written law worked as tools to help people not to be led astray 
from the God and direct them to the law of grace. 41 He also writes about the Mass, ccmfeuion, 
the cODBtruction of Solomon's temple, and the dedication of their new temple at Canudos. 
37 Noguein,AnMnio Conn'/Miro, 86 (144). 
• Nogueira, AnMnio Conn'/Miro, 59 (19). 
• Nogueira, AnMnio Conn'/Miro, 152--157 ( 459--485). 
411 Noguein,AnMnio Conn'/Miro, 162 (491-494). 
41 Nogueira, AnMnio Conn'/Miro, 116 (273-274). 
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FiDally, the last part called "About the Republic," speaks about the result of man's incredulity, 
namely, the Republic, and the abomination of civil marriage. In addition, Conselheiro presenta a 
defense of the imperial family's "God given right" to Brazil, and of the abolition of slavery. 
Important Aspeda of Ant&do Comelbelro'■ Preaddng 
Although most of the authorities and the landlords described Ant6nio Conselheiro 11 
ignorant, this does not seem to have been the case. His writings reveal his familiarity with 
Scriptures, theological books and doctrine. Nor is it possible to say, hued cm his book, that he 
f01mded his theology only on the law or that people were following him out of fear and 
intimidation. The central message of his homilies is Jesus Christ, who is referred to II Our Lord 
Jesus Christ, ''the 1rue Savior and Redeemer of the world ''42 The constant attempt to show his 
devotion to Jesus is what drove him to share Jesus' example of suffering in his everyday life. In 
his homily about the fifth commandment, for example, he says that insults should be received 
always 1D1der the love that God has given us. If someone could not do that, then that person 
should seek the civil law, and the civil law would punish accordingly without the use of violence 
or any threat to life:0 
While much more could be said about Ant6nio Conselheiro's preaching. this analysis will 
highlight three topics, namely, (1) God the Father, who loves his children; (2) the clear 
understanding of who Jesus is, including his two natures; and (3) the promised salvation. 
Knowing that most of the bacldanders thought of God II distant from them, Ant6nio 
Conselheiro portrayed a God full of unwavering love for his children-a God who wu no longer 
distant but willing to sacrifice his Son for the sab of men. Conselheiro emphasized the 
GNoguoin,AnMnio COll.fflh,iro, 154 (469). 
'° Nogueira, AnMnio COll.fflh,iro, 125 (326). 
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astonishing love of a God who gave bis only Son in order to save ''the slave." At the beginning 
of his section on the Ten C'.nmmandmeots, he recognized that ''in the old law one could have 
doubted if God loved each one with tenderness," but after seeing Christ's blood shed as a resuh 
of torture and death, no one could ever doubt God's amazing love for humanity. 44 This does not 
mean that Conselheiro shared Marcion's view of the Old Testament as the work of a different 
God Rather he used the Old Testament apologetically and affumed, several times, that God is a 
God of love, who had shown that love many times in history. His explanation of Genesis 6-8 
provides a good example of this. Before the flood, God told Noah to warn the people to abandon 
their evil ways, but no one believed him. As a result, God sent the world-destroying flood. 
Nevertheless, Conselheiro treated the flood as a high point of God's patience and mercy: 
By this amazing example it is clear that God is, indeed, patient; but his mercy gives 
way to his justice to punish the impenitent sinner who, after undervaluing bis law, 
despised his warnings. God still showed his mercy, because being able to flood the 
entire world instantly and astound the people, he wanted the water to cover it 
gradually so as their fear of death increased, men could start to repent from their 
wrongs and ask God's forgiveness, so they would not die etemally. e 
The second topic highlighted here is the person of Jesus. Even though his followers might 
have seen Conselheiro as the messiah, the Good Jesus CONJelheiro----u some would refer to 
him, 41 he did not wish to be known as the Savior. On the contrary, bis humility was inlrinsic to 
his personality and a centerpiece ofhis ministry. In Conselheiro's writings, Jesus is recognized 
many times as the 1rue Savior and Redeemer ofbmnanJcind The way that Conselheiro writes 
44 Nogueira, AnMnio Con.wlMiro, 1cn (226). 
«1 "Par este tzemendo exmnplo se molllla que Deus ~ sim, pecicmte; masque 1118 mmic6rdia tem enfim um 
tmmo onde bi luger l 1118 justi9& para punir o pecador que nlo for pcmitmte e quc, depois de mencsc:aber a 1118 lei, 
despn,m OB seus avisos. Deus ainda U10U de bandade, porque podendo :num instante immdar toda a term e abismar 
11eW1 hlbilantes, quis que ea 6gms fOlllleDI cen:ando pauco a pauco para que l ~ que o medo da men, ia 
aumenlando, fOlleDI OB homens mependendo-ae de 111111 maldades e pedirmJ perdllo a Deus, quercndo por este 
modo que nlo mcneaem etemamentc aquelcs que para o tempo nlo pocliam mais viver." Nogueira, Antbnio 
Com,IMiro, 118 (287--88). author's own translation. 
41 Otlm1, "86 Deus 6 Grande," 21. 
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about the hypostatic union impresses the reader with the depth of his faith. He has no doubt that 
Christ is 1rue God who became flesh to pay for the sins of the world . .ff He recognized that "a God 
who would die to save mankind" is a mystery to the rationalist, yet that was the way that heaven 
and earth were reconciled• 
In Antanio Conselheiro 's writings, there is one aspect of redemption through Christ that 
might B1rib the reader as surprising, namely, that through Jesus, God wantB to acquire the love 
of people.• The Father's ''need ofbeing loved" by his people, as expressed in Conselheiro's 
writings, derives :from the writings of Father Manuel Couto. In fact, in his MisslJoAbreviada, 
Couto pictures the immense love of God for his children in a rernarlcable way. 
I thought, Loni, that you were a Supreme God, above whom there is no one; so it is, 
and that is how I believe; however, now I see that there is another God whom you 
serve, love, and seem to adore. And who is it? Man; man is the God of God! Man is 
so loved by God, as ifhe is his God![ ... ] the Eternal Father, filled with this extreme 
love, gives his Son to die; and this Son appears blind with love, and because afthis 
love sacrifices himself to die for mankind!'° 
Conselheiro does not go this far-he never sa}'II that man is ''the God ofGod"---but Couto's 
influence is noticeable when he writes, for example, that Jesus had suffered all ''to acquire our 
love. '"1 This elevation of man is not, in any way, to portray humankind as perfect or powerful or 
.ff Nogueira, AnMnio CDn.BIMiro, 61 (28). 
• Nogueira, AnMnio CDn.BIMiro, 164 (502). 
• Nogueira, AnMnio CDn.BIMiro, 110 (243). 
'° "Eu pcmava, Smwr, que v6s en:ia[sic] lDD Deas[ sic] Suprmno, acima de qumn nlo ha outro Deos; usim 
6, e eu usim o cnri.o; pormn agora vejo que hi \DD oulro Deas a quem v6s 11eIVia, amaes[sic 1 e parece que 
adoraes[sic]. B quem 6? Bo homem; o homem 6 o Deos do grande Deosl O hamem 6 tlo ama de Deos, como se 
ffira[sic] seuDeosl [ ... ] oBtemoPae[sic], am:batado d'este cxce110 d'amor, enlrega seuFilho '[sic] morte; o 
mesmo Filho appan,ce[sic] cego de amcr, e por amor se offerece[sic] a marrer pelo hcmem I" Cow>, Mm6o 
Abrmada, 86-87, author's own translation. 
,i Nogueira, AnMnio CDn.BIMiro, 161 (489). 
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to make men "little gods." Instead, it is to show how grmd the love of God for men is, so much 
so that Jesus came, filled with love, as the only one capable of satisfying God's justice. n 
Given what Conselheiro believed about Christ, it comes as no surprise that he preached 
about salvation. His preaching. however, was not typical of the day but contamed features unique 
to the Cmudos community. To be sure, Conselheiro 1mdentood that God wished to save every 
person, and for that to happen, people had to leave sin behind and adopt a life in accordance with 
God's cnrnrnanclrneTJts md Jesus' teachings.D 1bis teaching is a variation on the characteristic 
collective salvation of a millenarian movement. At Canudos, this memt that even though 
salvation is for everyone, every individual had to achieve it on their own, md the leader was 
committed to lead the followers to that path. The idea of collective salvation typical of 
millenarian movements can be either earthly or heavenly. 54 Canudos is an example of collective 
salvation with regard to life on earth, since the community is dedicated to living out God's 
commands collectively. When Conselheiro speaks of a heavenly salvation, however, the 
collective element recedes and the individual plays the only role in ultimately achieving it. 
As might be expected, Cmudos does not perfectly fit every aspect of a millenarian 
movement as it has come to be defined by scholars. In addition, evidence from those who heard 
Conselheiro preach often provides information that adds further texture to the serm.onic material 
he recorded in his book. One example of this has to do with the question of imminent salvation." 
In the few occasiODS that Ant&tio CODSelheiro wrote about salvation, he never mentioned a ''near 
end" resulting in a collective repentance. On the contrary, he speaks about the hope that "one 
n 0t1m1, "S6 Deus 6 Grande," 22. 
D Nogueira, AnMnto ConnlMiro, 110 (244). 
54 Wclllingcr, Millmnialism, P,rncution, and Y"wwnc,, 1. 
"Cohn, Th, PJlnJlil, 15; Talman, "MillclllrianMovcmcnts," 159; WCllllingcr, Millmnialism, P,rncution, 
andViolm<;w, 1. 
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day'' be and his followen would be part of God's glory. 5' In bis farewell it is clear that be was 
not drinking about something imminent, but a time that would come in the future 
[ ... ] be sure that the peace of Our Lord Jesus Christ, our light and strength, will 
remain in your spirit: He will defend you from the miseries of this world; one day you 
will obtain the prize that the Lord bas prepared (if you convert sincerely to Him) that 
is the eternal glory.n (emphasis mine) 
Yet the book may not tell the entire story. The people who wi1nessed the events of Canudos 
remembered Conselbeiro's preaching on the end somewhat dilferently: 
The kingdom of the ami-Christ is near. Aftertbat, the kingdom of God will come to 
save all of those who were penitents and that will be the end of this century and the 
beginning of the labor pains. [ ... ] Parents will not recognize their children, nor 
children will recognize their parents. These signs and others will happen in the 
coming century." 
This account came from interviews with survivors made by Jos6 Ans. This quotation and others 
susgest that Antanio's public preaching did proclaim. an imminent end of the world '"The last 
days bad arrived," be said, ''no one should doubt it, because everything is conupted by sin."' 
Since be recognized the Republic as the Antichrist, it made perfect sense to see that the end of 
times bad finally arrived In April of 1894 in a farm called Coiquf that belonged to one of bis 
followers, he said: 
The kingdom of the Antichrist bas arrived. He is already in Brazil. h does not have 
the power to enter the Belos Montes, because the Good Jesus does not allow it to 
cross the lines of the bills that suno1DJ.d our Jerusalem..• 
5' Nogueira,AnMnio Cami/Miro, 170 (540). 
!7 "[ ... ] Podeia enl:re1Bnto ester car1DS de que a paz do DD11110 Smhar Jesus Cristo, 11011E luz e fDiy&, 
permaru,ccri em VOIISO espfrito: E1e vos defendera das mis6rias do mundo; um dia ~ o pr&nio que o 
Senhar 11:m pn,parado (ae canverlmdes sinceremente para Ele) que 6 a gl6ria etmna. • Nogueira, Ant/Jrdo 
Co,u,Dwiro, 181 (624), audwr's own 1ranalation. 
" "O reino do anti-Cristo es1B perto. Depois vim o reino de Deus para salver aqueles que estiverem em 
penimncia e scri ru:s11:[ sic] fun de 16culo o princfpio des dores. [ . .. ] Os pais ~ reconhecerlo os filhos, rum 
&ises[sic] reconhccerlo os pais. :a-simis e outros vem no s6culovindouro." AIiis, Sangw d, 1""'1tn, 11, 
authar' s own tmnsla1ion. 
9 Ares, Sangw d, 1""'1tn, 21. 
• "E chegado o reino do anli-Cristo. ~[sic]ja estano Bmsil. Nlo tem poderes para entrar em BelosManms, 
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Perhaps the feeling that the end was near became more prominent in Conselheiro's 
meuage after the founding ofthe Republic. The association ofthe new government system with 
the Antichrist made Conselheiro decide that it was time for them to move to a quiet place away 
from the main population centers.11 Even though the word "Jerusalem" was applied above to 
Canudos, the idea of the Belo Monte, being interpreted as the New Jerusalem, does not seem to 
fit the original purpose of the community. After the second milituy campaign, Aras explains that 
Conselheiro's people did not seem to be worried about the rumors of the organization of another 
attack by the military, because to them the Belo Monte was Noah's Ark, and Antani.o was Noah, 
whose was mission to save everyone. a Otten adds that the people did not believe their 
community was paradise but a place to get closer to salvation. At Canudos, the Church was being 
restored and would triumph with Christ 11 
Perhaps, as Vasconcellos proposed, the community is better described as the New 
Canaan.114 Canaan was the promised land described in the book of Exodus, given by God to the 
Hebrews that were suffering under slavery in Egypt and claimed to be rescued. Moses was the 
leader who guided them towards this land "flowing with milk and honey. •se In his description of 
Canudos, the Capuchin Joio Evangelista reported that the propaganda produced by 
Conselheiro's followers encouraged everyone to go to Canudos, because it was "the promised 
pcrquc o Bam Jc11111 nlo c0111Cl1tc quc Elc atravcaic eatas li.nlm de ICJI'BII quc circundam a DDIIIIB Jcrusal.6m. • Ares, 
Sfln&W d, J""4o3, 29, author's own ttanslation. 
11 Nogucira,Ant&rio ConnlMiro, 171 (545). 
a Ares, Sangu d, 1""4o3, 19. 
11 Otten, S6 JJ.u, 354. 
114 Pedro L. VascanccllCB, "Para o Futuro c para o Fim quc nlo tamina: Hcrizcmtcs do Belo Monte de 
Anl&i.o Consclhoiro," lujlallo 40 (2015): 70. 
115 Bxod 3:7-8. 
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land, with a river of milk." and ''bills made of couscous.,,. This report wu also quoted by Da 
Cunha, who emphasized the false hopes given by "the sect'"" regarding the Belo Monte and calls 
it the ''sacred Canaan" ironically.• Years after the war, the accouots saying that Canudos wu the 
land of a milk. river and couscous walls were still alive.• They also compared the two leaders, 
Antanio Cooselheiro and Moses, the rivers Vaza-Barris and the Nile or even the Red Sea, and 
the hills of Cocorob6 and Mount Sinai.'l'II If the context is analyzed, the idea of a group of people 
that wu oppressed and suffered under the hands of the powerful could be a coom,ction between 
the Hebrews and the conselheiristas.71 
Conselheiro and his followers fervently believed the land of Canudos to be the best way to 
preserve their religion given the significant changes taking place in the nation. Ccmselheiro 
addressed this situation in the last part of his writings. In dem.ons1rating the evil that the Republic 
represented to Christianity, he left no doubts about what he believed to be the agenda behind this 
new system of government: the extermination of religion and the oppression ofthe faithful.72 
Nevertheless, Conselheiro also showed his 1rust in a loving God, stating that their religion would 
last until the end of the world, 7.1 because God would protect his creation against the ''work of 
iniquity,''74 namely, the Republic. Antanio Conselheiro userted that religion alone was able to 
• Marciano, lulaMrio, 5. 
,n De Cunha, 0& S•rllJu, chap. 2, Kindle. 
• De Cunha, 0& S•rllJu, chap. 2, Kindle. 
8 Nclsat de Araujo, P•qwno& Mrllum: 1D11 Panorr:ana da Cultllra Popwarna Bahia (Salvador: UFBA, 
1988), 2:46. 
,a Ares, StlllgW d. ll'Jll4a&, 149. 
71 Vucoru:ellos, "Para o Futuro e para o Fim," 70-71. 
72 Nogueira, AnMnio ConnlMiro, 175 (561--fil). 
7.1 Nogueira, AnMnio ConnlMiro, 175 (563). 
74 Nogueira, AnMnio ConnlMiro, 176 (565). 
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sanctify the sinner and destroy the sin." According to his thinking, if someone or something tried 
to destroy the religion, it could be only as a representative of sin itself, that is, evil itself. 
Conselheiro understood the responsibility he had for the thouaands of people who were 
living at the community of Canudos. These men and women were willing to fight to protect not 
just their faith but also their leader, who may even have been more important to them than the 
religion itself. When he was almost a hundred yean old, Honorio Francisco de Ass1JD91o, better 
known as Honorio Vilanova,,. the man in charge of the community's finances and one of the 
survivors ofthe war, summarized the settlement ofCanudos and Ant6nio Conselheiro: 
Canudos was a village like any other, where people lived an ordinary life; it had its 
own community and organizational system; at Canudos it was possible to identify, 
side by side, faith in God and the simple and human mysteries. The Peregrino was a 
good and harmless beato, TT whose life was to show the path to eternal salvation.,. 
The Belo Monte was a safe haven :from the threat the Republic represented to their faith. 
Yet living there was not enough to obtain the salvation preached by Antanio Conselheiro. The 
only way to obtain salvation was through Jesus Christ Conselheiro spoke about that at the 
dedication of their new church at Canudos when he said that Jesus is "our only hope" and "apart 
:from him there is no salvation."" The Belo Monte community was special for its people because 
it represented refuge, while to others it was another sect, a revolutionmy settlement, or as Da 
Cunha called it, the ''Troia de taipa, "111 a reference to the famous city of Troy located in Asia 
"Nogueira,Ant&rio ConnlMiro, 177 (602). 
,. Macedo, Marorial a Jlilanow,, 27. 
TT Levine' s defini.1ian: "A lay 88CCltic of the backlands who lived as if a member ofa religious ordar, 
consecrated in status by a ClDte." Levine, Yu ofT,an, 328. 
,. "Canudos era uma vila como oulra qual.qucr, 1cwando uma cxistencia normal, cam sua comunidadc c 
~lo pr6prias, cndc coabitavam a fe em Deus c 01 mistmi01 simples c humanos. 0 Peregrino era um bom c 
inofcnsivo bcall>, quc vivia para apaar 01 caminhcs da salv119lo ctcrm." Macedo, Marorial a Jlilanova, 31, 
authar's own tmnsla1ion. 
"'Nogueira, Ant&rio ConnlMiro, 172 (549). 
Ill Da Cunha, 08 S,rt/Ju, chap. 2, Kindle. 
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Analyses of the messianic-millenarian community of Canu.dos :from a theological point of 
view are still scarce, but new studies of the writings of Ant6nio CODBelheiro continue to appear. 
The intent of the present resean:b. was to help with this aspect of the scholanhip, focusing on the 
movement's leader's writings, since the entire movement was guided by and based on its leader 
and his beliefs. 
Antanio Conselheiro had been wandering around Northeast Brazil since the 18801, fixing 
churches and gathering people wherever he went. Even though most of the priests did not see 
him as a problem, the Catholic church of the state of Bahia prohibited its churches :from having 
any type of relatiODBbip with the wanderer and bis followers. The church saw him as a false 
prophet and a threat to the institution itself, and this feeling was evidenced by the visit of the 
Capuchin& in 1895 to the community of the Belo Monte. Conselheiro was more popular than 
most of the priests, and more trustworthy, because he not only preached Jesus's teachings but 
followed them as well, encouraging those who felt inclined to live a sanctified life to follow him. 
These followers desired to dissociate themselves :from everything they considered related to the 
Republican government, for they intended to be pmified and isolated :from every form of 
perverse authority. 
Antanio Conselheiro's theology is noticeably rooted in Catholicism. The veneration of 
Mary and the saints is seen in their everyday prayers even during the attacks, and in his writings. 
He cODBtantly emphasized that the assurance of salvation is based only upon Jesus Christ because 
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of his grace and mercy toward the world. Conselheiro was very persistent in his advice that each 
individual of the community should seek a humble and sanctified life, in addition to following 
the rulea---which were based on the teachings of Scripture. True repentance, contrition, and 
penance were part of the sanctified life expected from the inhabitants of the Belo Monte by their 
leader. The need to suffer in order to obtain the reward of God's mercy was exalted during the 
period of persecutioo and the attacks against Belo Monte. Its inhabitants gladly suffered in a holy 
war against the devil because of their devotioo to Christ 
It is noteworthy that even though the monarchical system was defended by Antanio 
Conselheiro, Canudos did not adopt this system. Conselheiro was never identified as ''king'' or 
"emperor" of Belo Monte. Oftentimes he was recognized by his people as a saint or a prophet, 
but never as a political leader. The community was led by Antanio Conselheiro and a group of 
twelve men, which created a social distinction between the rest of the people and the twelve. 
This distinction did not seem to intelfere with the community's life or create a feeling of outrage 
among those who did not belong to the group. On the contrary, the population felt safer because 
those people were in charge. 
Regarding how the people of Canudos were perceived by others and by themselves, I found 
that those outside of the community could not easily 1D1.derstand what they were, which is 
evidenced by the range of different opinions. For instance, some would see them as monarchists, 
while others would call them a group of insane people, but only a few would regard them as 
God's faithful people. In their own eyes, they were the faithful followers of God, the chosen 
people, who were battling against the devil represented by the instituted government. 
The identification of Canudos as meuianic and millennial due to its Sebastianic influence 
by some authors seems not to be accurate. The classification of the movement as messianic-
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millenarian is based on a group of features presented mostly throughout the yemB of conflict, 
such as the idea of isolation as a way to achieve the goal to be closer to salvation, the leader 
being identified as the truthful agent of God, and their confidence in fighting a holy war. 
Antanio's influence of Sebastianism is known before the settlement of Belo Monte started, but 
not after. 
The access to international newspapers enabled this researcher to find new information 
about events happening during the yemB that followed the proclamation of the Republic. 
Republican attacks against the conservative agents that identified themselves as monarchists 
were not mentioned in Brazilian newspapers because of censorship. Some of the international 
correspondents explained how joumalists----em.ployers of monarchists newspapers, had to deal 
with violence due to the supposed ccmnection with Canudos, and how the government did 
nothing to stop those acts. Over time the attacks decreased, and international newspapers turned 
their attention to the "fanatics" and the ''rebel stnmghold" that Canudos became 1mder Antanio 
Conselheiro, a ''religious enthusiast" 
The analysis of Conselheiro's notebook and testimonies from survivon and other people 
who knew the community and its leader allowed this researcher to better comprehend the 
complexity ofCanudos' leader. From his writin~, his main concern seems to have been to lead 
people to salvation at an End that will come eventually. Yet according to testimonies of 
witnesses, in his homilies Antanio Conselheiro called people to the imminent End arriving soon 
because of the presence of the Republic depicted as the Antichrist Th.is second Conselheiro was 
a great preacher who used his eloquence to point out to people not only the necessity to convert, 
but also, the necessity to be away from any corrupted system, which is corroborated in his 
writings: 
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[The President] believes be may rule Brazil as ifhe were a legitimate monarch 
appointed by God. [ ... ] 
Even if it [the Republic] brought good things to the nation, by itself it is bad because 
it goes against God's will, being a transgression ofhis divine law.1 
I would not say that his preaching contradicts his writings in any way. It is likely that be was a 
very enthusiastic speaker, which led him to preach about the urgency the situation required 
Over a hundred yean after the Canudos tragedy, Antanio Conselbeiro continues to be an 
important figure in Brazilian history. There are still questions to be asked and answered about 
Conselheiro and the settlement of Canudos. Did the events of Canudos change the religiosity of 
the population from nearby villages in the yean that followed? Did the Catholic church ever 
regard Canudos as a Christians' gathering? How did other Christian groups comprehend the 
community of Canudos? As interesting as these questions may be, they fall beyond the scope of 
the present study, but I offer them here as suggestions for future research. 
1 Nogueira, Antllnio Conullwiro, 176 (567). 
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